Title word cross-reference

(\infty, n - 1) [QCGB^+08]. \textit{14} [TD02]. 25 [Wal11b]. 26 [Sch08]. 7 [Coo02a]. \textit{2} [RJ08]. \textit{m} [Sch09a]. A [Sch08]. c_f = c/c_0 [BD09]. E [Bor11, Zha10a]. f [K"ak06]. g [ADV10, ADV13, De 11b, De 13, Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg12, Sch08, Sch09b, Sch10, Sch13a, Woe09, Zha10a]. H [Pra12a, Tre12, ADV10, ADV13, AL08, Bar12, BB13, Bor11, Bur09b, Bur13, CM06, De 12, Egg07b, ER08b, Egg08a, Egg08b, ER08a, ELR09, Egg10d, Egg13b, EF10, FR13, GMM09, GG09, GR09, HvW09, Hov13, Jar11, KLP09, MR08, Opp07, Pil13, Pra11a, Pra12b, RJ08, RY08, Sch08, Van07, WvE12a, Ye11b, Zha10a, ZTY12]. n [AN09, Egg06, ER08b, Sta11]. n + 1 [Lak03]. P [YDS11]. R [Sch08, AJR04a, Who03a]. w [Wu10]. 

- [ADV10, ADV13, BD09, Egg08b]. \textbf{-core} [Sch10]. \textbf{-gram} [AN09]. \textbf{-grams}
[ER08b, Sta11]. -index [Bar12, BB13, Bor11, Bur13, CM06, De 11b, De 13, Egg07b, ER08b, Egg08a, Egg08b, ERL09, Egg10d, Egg13b, EF10, FR13, GMM09, GG09, GR09, HvdW09, Hov13, Jar11, KLP09, MR08, Opp07, Pil13, Pra11a, Sch08, Sch09b, Sch10, Sch13a, Van07, WvE12a, Woe09, Wu10, Ye11b, Zha10a, Bor11, Pra12a, RJ08, Sch08, Tre12]. -indexes [ADV10, ADV13]. -indices [ER08a, ZTY12]. -overlap [Egg06]. -Rank [YDS11]. -Type [Bur09b, De 12, Pra12b, RJ08, RY08]. -year [Wal11b]. -year-old [Coo02a].


2 [AHH06b, HLC03, Kel06b, Mar07b, rP08b, SB07c, UR07, Whi07a, WFE+02]. 2.0-ness [CHH09]. 203 [Ano03c, Ano03h]. 2011/2012 [BMD13, WCMK12]. 20th [CSL03, CSL04]. 21st [Gar01b, Lar10b]. 245 [Ano08a]. 2558 [Ano11]. 2D [JG06]. 2nd [Fou01a, Har06a, Hem07, Koe11].

3 [CBL+13]. 346 [AFR07]. 3rd [Jul12].

4 [CBL+13]. 4th [McL10b].

51 [Ano08a]. 55 [Mac04b]. 57 [Ano06b, AFR07, Tan07a]. 59 [Ano08b, Ano08c, JP08b, WCC10b]. 5th [Vil10a].

60 [Ano14]. 61 [Ano10, Ano11, Rob10b]. 63 [Ano12, Ano13b, Ano13c]. 64 [Ano13a]. 658 [Rob10b].

7 [AKW07, BZC07, EM07, Fat07, Jör07, LKK07, Mar07c, RJ07, SB07a].

Pil13, SNRB11, Tie10, Ahn11, BF08, CGY09, Chr03, CC13, FFMPM13, FN12, GRSFV+12b, HLS07, HIL07, Hy03, JCDR+06, JHW+08, KTA12, Lak08, Lim07, LJ13, Luz09, Mat13, Mat09, MB13, NHL+10, NH12, PT05, T0W03a, TK08, TS11, VY12, VZ08, WT08, Cro04, Fon01a. Academics [Sch03, San08, DWA13]. Academy [YH04]. acceptance [Bro03a, Bro03b, HLC05, Kim06, LCC07, SF08, SZ08]. accepted [Ano08c, BD08]. Access [Gau09, Abb05, Ano01h, Ano04c, Ano13d, BHDK13, Bjö02, BSMD11, CLYL06, DRW08, Dav09b, ESL+10, Enn07b, GZS13, HVP06, HS01, KH13, Kra08, KJ12, Kwo05, MC12, MCRdMA11, Moe07, Muk09, MH04, Nel06, NOR08, PLZA04, Pa05, PR07, Pet13, Pet02, RHWB11, SB12a, SH07b, SH07c, Spe01, TrP13, Wal07, WL11a, WJR05, Whi06, WG10, Xia10, Mar07c, Yeo11]. Accessibility [Par10, YH04, DLM09, LDM12, PZ05, YCE10]. accessible [Enn01a]. Accessing [San02]. accommodate [CMD05]. according [FK06, GRSFV+12b, GRSFV12a, GS11, HNB+09, LIL09, VZ08]. Accounting [Ley12, Sch09a]. accreditation [Cro11a]. accrued [SSPA10]. Accounting [Sch09a]. accreditation [Cro11a]. accounts [SSPA10]. accurate [KB11, The08a]. accurately [BK10]. achievement [LGM+09, OJ04]. acknowledgments [CvL12]. ACM [Ano03c]. acquaintance [MPR+10]. acquaintanceship [Pep11]. acquisition [KS10, Ve09]. Across [Hil11, AWBB09, ASQR09, BH11, BGY+13, CKR13, Gen12, Har06b, KP03, LGB13, MBBS02, Mc04, PAR13, TS01, WBJM12]. Act [JBM04, LHLL08, WYCO8, Max04]. Acting [RRG11]. action [Hal04a, KY08, MBBS02]. actions [HB11, Hen07]. Active [KLY08, LS05, WP05]. Activist [Kim11b]. activists [San07]. activities [ADC10, BP06b, Gor01, HJ04, SJ10, ZATH09, ZS08a]. activity [AGOP06, AKS11, BGY+13, CK08, CF09, JdMAA12, KTL+13, LAL09, MCK08, Sun12, Xu07a, XL07]. actor [SED11]. actual [KO12]. ad [JLS13]. adaptable [HM09]. Adapting [BKRN03, KRK+10]. Adaptive [San10, SBTO7, CMFZ01, CL12, LHA07]. added [KdHWA04, SED11]. addicts [TL05]. adding [Egg10d, Ley09, LFC01, JG03]. addition [BMD09, Bor11]. Additional [uHG10, LIM09]. address [KRK+10]. Addressing [JW09, RRW05, KH07]. adjusted [SBF13]. administrators [Zac05]. Adolescent [FDY+13, Koh13, Ahn11, Bow10, CL12]. Adoption [YK05, BSD12, DWA13, DLM09, Kin10b, MQH13, NY09, Sun12, Vis05, YSD+08, vR06]. ads [HTT07]. adult [Xie11a]. adults [Xie11b]. advanced [Hol01, WmcsW09, ESL+10]. Advancement [RKBS11]. Advances [Ahn11, Bor12, Bor13a, Cho12, CC13, Cro10a, Efr11, Fur10, Fur11, Gaz11, IS12, LSZC13, Shal3b, Shi12, Sma12, SML12, TrP13, VW12, Win11, PGL13]. Advancing [Des08a]. Advantage [BDAM13, NOR08]. advantages [War07d, vR06a]. adverse [CAC10]. advertising [JLS13]. advocacy [Enn04]. aerospace [JJ10]. aesthetic [Rem07]. aesthetics [LBT09]. affect [Lai09, NH12, RH12, SZ08]. affecting
[BDS12, KS08, KO05, jL05, PZ12, YWM10]. affective [DMR06, Yoo10]. affects [LB11a]. affiliates [PBN02]. Affiliation [JZW+11, CM08a, FC01, PBN02]. Affinity [LBS11]. Affinity-driven [Kwo05]. AfrRank [LBS11]. Africa [Cap08, KMD06]. African [MKMM09]. after [HHHR13, WV13, War06, Tol01b]. Afya [MBBS02]. Against [RGLCTSC13, Cui10, GKL09]. Age [Fry10, Van10, Ame12, Ano02e, Ano03d, AFR06, AFR07, BF08, BAB07, BMK03, CvLB10, Egg01, Emm06b, FMP01, Hal01, Him03, HDB07, LLG12, LATH08, RJo8, Vau03, Wao03, Bla10, Sch01, Kaz11, Urq09, Van10, Ago05, Emm03a, Hea05, Sch02, Yak05]. age-dependent [RJ08]. aged [YR08]. agencies [LC05b]. Agency [HHfHC10, HW02]. Agenda [Cho12, GRJS01, Lan04, Ste03a, TKB05b]. agents [HCH+05, LPSS06]. Ages [Raw10]. Agewandte [Ano08c]. Aggregate [FS11]. aggregated [Cho08, LB05, Ley06, LHS11, LRC13]. Aggregation [OM13, Hen12]. aggregations [PMBdS10]. aggressiveness [GV13]. aging [LAG08]. agree [Hal04a]. Agreements [Col07b]. agricultural [PR10, TWKH13]. ahead [LHB+08, Ros02]. aid [Whi02a]. AIDS [NHCW13, Veo09]. al [BD09, Buo4b]. alcohol [TL05]. Alex [Pon01]. algorithm [CF07c, DML02, JBL0HM10, LSZ04, MG09b, QCGB+08, WP05]. Algorithmic [FS09, PG02, GPI03, RL09]. algorithms [ASABS+10, ASR+10, BCT02, CLMB10, LHHVH09, LPGBdMA03, WZ08, DLH+08]. Alien [Tol01b]. aligning [CLL+07, GZS13]. alignment [OYM09, RMC12]. allocation [HKLG05, SLR+11]. alone [Cro04, Ekb12]. also [Hjo02d]. AltaVista [JSP05]. alterative [Luy11]. Alternative [Bur12, Mer09, FM05, HvdW09, Lak03, LB11b, Kim11b]. Amanda [Jul12]. ambiguities [Ano02e, Sch13d]. Ambiguity [Bur01, MG09b, Boo01]. Ambivalence [For09]. America [CRBPdMAM12, Shi08]. American [Ano06b, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano10, Ano11, Ano12, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14, AFR07, JP08b, Mis09, NMD09, Rob10b, SLR+11, Tan07a, Tie10, WCC10b, Bro07, CR03, GTHZ05, MKMM09, NB06, PM11, Wa11b, Kap09]. among [CH13, CK08, CLHHVH11, GL12, Hei06, HC09, LP10, LS11b, LB11a, LHS11, MS02, MG10, Sav09, Vin11a, YH04, YRXS11, ZC04]. Analogies [War07a]. analyses [Ast07, Bro07, TWF08]. Analysis [Ale03, BdMAM13, CFS05, Cho13b, Cop11, FR01, Lee10, Nic10, NN010, PR10, Whi02b, WGW12, ZWW09, AJR04a, ASA04, ACH+04, Ano08c, Ardi13, Arg03, Arg06, ASW05, AR13, BL12, BMJARB06, BR12a, BT08, BT05, BNUA04, BJ+07, Ben06, Ben04b, Ben08, BDO8, Buo13b, BK10, BBB+08, Bud07, CHE10a, Cam10a, CSQC07, IC01, CPO01, CSH10, CFW+12, CR03, CKF07, CB13, CLHHVH11, CLHHVH12, CvL12, CD06, Cri11, DJW02, DS03, Dai04a, Dai09b, DS05a, Din07, DO01, DMR06, Egg01, EHD05, FPZAGBdMA05, FC]M12, FS09, FARR09, FMM05a, Foa09, FAC08, Gho01, Gre01b, HMD13, HH13, Ham11, HSH10, HWT+13, He10, Hen13a, Hjo01c, Hjo02d, Hjo11b, HTdV11, HNJ106, HHvdHdR10, Jac01, JBM04, JHR01, Jfr07, JLIK09,
Analysis [KTA12, KW02, KP03, KHCO9, KL11, Kup06, LSJR11, Ley05, LZ08a, LBM011, LO13, LY05, LY06, LKL10, LK10, LLA08, LS11c, LL12, LZH13, LR13, LAL08, Ma02b, MM10, MHL05, MC12, McD07, MBBK07, Moe07, MIO02, NDD + 09, OM13, OM08, PPH06, POC09, rPLM09, PZ12, Pet13, PAR13, Pom05b, Rob10a, Rob10b, RFV12, STS12, SS04, SXCC07, SW12, SF07, Sha06a, SL06, SYL+13, SKM07, SM03, SS06, SZ12, SPH08, SK13, The06, TVF06, TK08, The08c, TB13, TSRGJC+13, TLD910, TC04, VV12, VGM+11, VBMM11, Wal11b, WCCS13, WO05, WY06, W020a, Whi03a, Whi03b, WT08, Win08b, WWZ09, YD09, YB+06, YC10, YK03b, ZW01, ZWW+08, ZJS09, ZZL+09, ZATH09, ZQI+10, ZZX12, ZDM13, Zh13, ZS07, ZSO08a, ZSO08b, ZS11a, vEW08, vEW09, Bro03a, Bro03b, DO01].

Analysis [Fat07, GACCNM + 08, MSYD11, NSE + 06, Sto11, Zuc06a, The09a].

analytic [CHMS13, KO12, RBLH13, War07d].

analytical [BD05, ESK06, KWR + 07].

analyze [Bor13b, CvLvR10, DZC+09, DO01].

analyzers [CCR09].

analyzers [KC09].

analyzing [Alb10a, HH13, KKF + 12, LS09a, SP11, ZKSE13, Hub01, LLL09, MMCC04, Whi02c, YC11, Ley04, SLR+11].

anaphora [WL08].

anchor [HBSZ13, WHTS12].

anchor-based [HBSZ13].

ancient [Wei01].

and/or [HKBY+10].

Andy [Em01a].

Angewandte [BD08, NMD09].

animation [HTT07].

animations [LS08].

Anna [BM12].

Ann [St01a].

Anti [Lak08, HHLG05].

anti-plagiarism [Lak08].

anti-terrorism [HKL05].

anticipated [SV05].

Antonio [Day02b].

any [Muk09].

anytime [St05, EM07].

anywhere [St05].

appearing [Mac04b].

apples [SK12].

appliances [Han01].

applicable [Gre01b].

applicant [ACMP11].

Application [DWA13, Kos04, Vin11a, DGKS04, Ehi02, Fat07, FMM13, HBSZ13, Jor07, LGCA10, LCW06, rP08b, PR10, TR05, TLD910, Fan10].

Applications [An001d, Cho10b, EHI12, BZC07, CHE10a, JCL04, JP02, LV06, LKK07, OCO08, Soa06, TS08, WIL06, ZZ10, Fou02].

applied [Dai06, KASG09, LGGBMA03, Meg01].

Applying [AJBAFHCE08, CM08a, Din11a, Hua13, KS10, Rok12, WLLH09, WS06, YD09, ZZ03, Hov13].

appreciation [Cro09b].

Approach [Ago13, Rok12, AMF11, BR12a, BT05, BBM03, BBM08, BEK+01, BL11, BK10, Cha09, Che06c, CLH13, CL06, CL09, CL01, CMH10, CdSG+09, CvLB10, DGA11, DZC+09, Dav02, DPV11, DLV12, DK07, ESK06,
approaches
[AN09, ACHVH10, Ano04c, Bur05, Dow04, FMM03, FMM05b, HT11, HVP06, Jär07, LB08, LLC12, LW12, O’B07, POMVULMC13, SC06, SC12, Zin07c].

Approaching [CvL12]. Appropriate [vEW08]. Appropriation [Kap09].

appropriations [SHO11]. Approximate [GMA07, Mus05, NBYA03]. April [Ano01c]. Arabic [Abd04, AN09, ASABS+10, ASAK04, AFG02, ABJ+06, AMFiA11, BAT08b, BEES10, CC09, Dw06, DARK09, FR08, HASAT+10, KASGAM09, MAR04, Mus05, MAA08, RSMVULPO11, SR09].

Arabic [HKKP10]. arbitrary [FR05, KZ01]. architect [MW10]. architects [BIB07].

architectural [JG06]. Architecture [Ano01g, Bur11, CJJ+02, Dil02, HW02, Hav02, HDG+07, LBC02, Lat02, Ros02, Tom02, UZ04].

architectures [DHW13, Sri07, SML12]. Archival [Cox08, YK05, Sin12, Sti03]. archive [Hjø09b, HHvdHdR10]. archived [KPEO10]. Archives [Cox09, McL10a, PS006, TD02, Tar08].

archiving [Col07b, Kim10a]. area [NMPBA11]. areas [GRSFV11, GACCNM+08, MBG03, WL11a].

aren’t [HW02]. argue [Hal04a]. argument [Sav12, WS11]. argumentation [PS03].

Arguments [Hjø03, Egg07c]. Arizona [DZC+09]. ARL [CGY09].

Arms [Hjø01a]. ARR [Hen12]. array [CJA+04]. art [Ago04b, CS12, IC01, Nay05b, Nay07b, TrP13, Rob01, LS10b].

Arthur [Hjø02a]. Article [FR05, HNJT06, BSP10, CF06, ESF+08, Gel09, KEA+05b, Mac04b, MSYD11, ST08, SB12b, YD10].

articles [Ast07, ARC11, Ano12, Bjö12, BD07b, Cam10b, CKT06, CHMS13, Fig06, FW09, GLA07, GACCNM+08, Hen13b, JD12, Ler13, LS11a, LT10, NOR08, OIM+11, SM13, SKM07, Wall11b, Zha12].

artifacts [Ekb09, Hen13a, PMBdS10].

Artificial [Rok12, YKCL12, Gar01b, RM13, RKBS11]. artistic [Pal08]. Artists [Rin09].

Arts [AŠT06, Ben01a, Kar06, SHS09, Zac05, LS10b, LHS11].

arts-based [SHS09]. ArXiv [Moe07, uHG09, uHG10]. asi.20981 [Ano14].

asi.21688 [Ano13b]. asi.22620 [Ano12]. asi.22710 [Ano13c].

Asia [Bol07, AH05b, Ano02b, Ano03b, JCL04]. ASIS [Mac06]. ASIS&T [Mac06, SL10].

ASIST [Buc11, VH05]. Ask [JHR01, LY11, Tav07a, XTY06, Bil12]. Ask-an-expert [JHR01]. aspect [Liu13a]. aspects [DMR06]. Asserting [Emm04]. assess [BKRN03, Oak09, SHPH08, TRJ05, Wu10].

assessed [Bor13a, KTR10, SV05].

Assessing [ADV13, Col07a, KT08, KTR11, McCo8, McC12, MS09b, Ren07, ST09, CO04, SEDC11]. Assessment [DeN09, ZC01, AD09, ADR11, BD11, BL07, CTVB10, GPG+11, HLC11, Jar11, KKF+12, LZZ13, L110, LJLW08, NALD13, SM01, SGST07, Tre12].
 assessment [BL13,EGA11,JK02,LK08,VvdHH+13,WCC10a]. assigned [HRC12a,LS12]. assigning [Los13]. assignment [CMH10,DDO11]. assignments [MM01]. assist [CLH13,HH01]. assistance [JM05]. assistant [LPSS06,WH10]. assistants [KAB05]. assisted [BB03,DDO11,LJJLW08]. associated [NHCW13]. Associating [MHL05]. associated [vdEvMK+04]. assumptions [Ma12a]. assurance [LMV+12]. astronomers [Bro01b,TKB+05a]. Astrophysics [KEA+05a]. asymmetric [CL09]. asymmetries [Ano02e]. ATDS [ESL+10]. Atherton [Pet02]. Atlas [Nea11]. atmospheric [BSMD11]. attachedness [ZQI+10]. attachedness-based [ZQI+10]. attachment [Cho13a,Mil10a,RRG11]. attribute [TWW+06,YR02]. attributes [BL13,KOJ02,LK08,YHL12,RKSS11,Wal11b]. attributes [CMH10,DDO11]. attachment [FT12,KSA09,PPN07,SBF13,Sta09,SK02b]. audience [OCDO08,WvE10,ZWX13,ZS08c]. audiences [BL12]. audio [BNUA04,DMR06,TC04]. audiovisual [HHvdHdR10,Spe01]. auditory [JG03]. augmented [Ghu01,RPY07]. Augmenting [CHE10a]. authentication [LF03]. Author [AJR04a,Dav09b,KR01,SLZ12,WJD+13,WH03a,Zuc06a,Aks08,Ben04b,Bir06,CM08a,DGA11,Dan11,Din11a,Din11b,Fei11,LKB12,LeY05,Ley08b,LW12,McC08,NSJ13,OIM+11,OM08,RZ04,RR12,SGJ13,TSWS05,YT04,WHi03b,YKT03b,ZS08a,ZS08b,vEW08,MM01]. author-based [SLZ12]. Author-choice [Dav09b]. Author-level [WJD+13]. Authority [SpO08,FC01,Ho09,HWJ10,PK11a,Rie02,TPLC05]. Authors [Ano13b,WH01,AST06,CH13,Cro09e,DYFC09,ER08a,FMP01,GLAA07,Hu09,Mar09a,MO07,OIM+11,Pal08,SL10,TVY12,WJD+13,ZS11a,GSD12,Min10]. authorship [Egg08b,HS02,Hu09,IS06,KSA09,SBF13,Sta09,ZLCH06,ASR+10]. Automated [Bre05,KNS+06,SSC07,YEV08,BBB+08,JM05,LCR+05,Nic03a,SPR09,TR05,VGM+11,Wan09]. Automatic [FMCL07,Gre01c,JP02,LY05,LKK07,LVaA+04,OKG07,SACA12,Tse01,Tse02,TK06,Wan06,YL03a,YL03b,AF12,Ano13a,CMH10,CH07,FJM12,HNB+09,Kar03,KK04,Kos04,KT08,LYW01,MW08,M007,OC008,WY06,WH10,Wi10b,WL13,Mel04,Ins02]. automatically [OTP13,RNLD01,WCL01]. Automatic [GS03]. autopoietic [Riv13]. available [LB13a]. average [Sch10]. avoid [Sch12,Sch13d]. avoidance [BDBA13]. Award [RKBS11]. Aware [Fei11,SC08,MA07]. Awareness [Ano10,SM10,Sha13a,SV03,SM05b,YCE10].

back [WK13]. background [BIZGMS10,BJCJ06,Su03a,Kel06a,Mo04]. Backlink [CSCC07]. Backstage [Ano14,SMAB09]. baker [WS11]. balance
RV06, Ros06, Sac06, VR06c, Wil06a, Ano06b, HRK+06, VR06c.

better [Ben07, BMD08, Dav08, Eas02, HW02, KB06, LCB+07, LC05c, 
LMV+12, ZS07]. between [ADC10, AG02, BR11a, Bur05, Cas08, Egg01,  
Egg05b, Egg09a, ELR09, EL09, Egg10b, EF10, FFPM13, Fig06, GKLP09,  
GMM09, GW12, Has03a, LG10b, LTO11, Li09b, LB10, LC05b, LC13, LLG12,  
Moe05, NHCW13, Pep11, RFV12, Ror07, RCD08, RR12, SB07b, SB07c,  
SKS11, The02, TH03, WvE10, War07a, YS11, YKL07, YRXS11, ZL07a].

Betweenness [Ley07a]. Beyond [Har02, Koe04a, Koe04b, Col07a, Han01,  
HBSZ13, Tom01a, XC06, KC07, Mil10a, Sma12, Wal06, Him03].

Bhavani [Cul01].

Bias [Kva10, LSZC13, BIKLY09, BR11a, CH11, FR13, HWJ10, SRV07]. BIBE  
[HML02]. Bibliographic [VS03, WW03, WL11a, BL09, BK10, CdSG+09, CFN+10, 
HW03, Mor05, NSLD13, Pet13, RKBS11, Tan05, Tan06, Tan07c, YD12, ZS08a, Sha06a],

bibliographic-coupling [ZS08a]. bibliographies [Egg02b]. Bibliometric  
[LRR12, VBMM11, vR08a, Ano12, ACGL09, AR13, BBB04, BMD09, CH12, 
CvLB10, FARR09, Fra09, FMM13, FN08, Iva01, JLDK09, JCDR+06, JD12, 
Kup06, KEA+05b, LSC12, Ley09, LLA08, Mar09a, Muk09, NKLC09, 
SYL+13, Sin11, TSGRC+13, WS13, vEWDvdB10, vR06a, vR06b, AŠT06, 
NG03, SL12]. bibliometricians [CM11]. Bibliometrics [Hov13, Bor13b, DGA11, De 12, FMM13, KdRH+01, LG10a, LYJ+10, Mar11, 
Pra12b, Whi07a, Whi07b, WOE+13, Nic10]. Bibliomining [Nic03a].

bidirectional [AFG02]. bids [CP13]. Big  
[Fra10, TSV12, WBB10a, WBB10b]. bigrams [HASAT+10]. bilingual  
[CJ+02, LWY09, POMV12MC13, TK06, YWC08]. Bing [BI12]. binning  
[Mil10b]. Biobibliometric [SC12]. Bioinformatics [RW05, BT05, BC05, 
Fen05, Hem05, HL05, HAT12, JLK09, MD05, SF08, TR05, Ano02f].

biological [ASW05, Dav09b, HCH+05, Nah07, RCT05, Sha06a, HML02].

biologists [SF08]. biology [Dai06, MD05, Mc09]. Biomed [KSF04].

biomedical [HSSV07, HNB+09, KR08, LC05a, LZLC08, LH11, Pet13].

biomedicine [BD07b, BMD08]. biosystematics [CBS10]. biotechnology  
[LH01, RW05]. bioterrorism [DZC+09]. biplot [TSRGJC+13]. Birger  
[Bat11]. Bish [Hol01]. bit [MKM03]. bits [Bla11, Joh01]. black [VV12].

blends [LGCA10]. Blind [ESF+08]. Blobbects [SBBF09]. Block  
[WM07, TCW11]. blog [KCC12, YHWL13]. Blogging  
[CPP09, CK08, FMMF13, YZLC13, CPP09, Edw07]. blogs [FMMF13].

Blown [Joh01]. Blueprint [DeN09]. boards [Cab12]. body [NHCW13].

bonding [CLD+13]. Book [Ack02a, Ack02b, Ack03, Af03, Ago01, Ag00b, 
Ag04a, Ag05, Ag00a, Ag06a, Ag07a, Ag08, Ago13, Ahm07, 
And02, Ano03a, Ave13, Awa06, Bdd03, BI13, Bar01a, Bar01b, Bar10, Ben01a, 
Ben06, Ben11, Bia01a, Bla01b, Bla13, Bla10, Bol07, Bol08, Bor09, Bra09, 
Bra11, Bri10, Bro02, Buc10, Bur09a, Cal08, Cas03, Cer10, Cha03, Cha13, 
Che06a, Che03a, Che04, Che09, Che10b, Cho09b, Cho10b, Coo07, Cop12, 
Cox09, Cox10, Cul01, Cul03, Cul04, Cul06, Dav09a, Dail1, Day02a, De 11a,
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[For04a]. constraints [Kle08, Slo07]. construct [CJ04, DW04]. Constructing
[Gen12, JTLG12, VTD10, vdEvMK+04, JZW+11, KLY08, WvE12a, YLL06]. Construction
[Kap09, Bur07, HZ03a, NJN08, Rou07, Sto11, Tal05, YL03a, ER02].
constructionism [TTS03]. constructs [JR10]. consulting [SC11].
Consumer [MMBF09, RHS10, CL06, DJWR02, Gen06, Han01, MK13, SMY09, VC09, Zha13, vRC11]. consumer-generated [Zha13]. Consumers [Row09, LMV+12]. consumption [DAW06]. contemporary [Cul01, Him08].
Content [RL09, ZIB01, dV01, Ahm07, AYX+13, BP10b, Bro07, CH11, CFW+12, EHD05, GKE11, GRJS01, Hjø01b, HFC10, KW01, KTA12, Lak07, LP03, LGCA10, Lus07, NDD+09, rPLM09, RPH+12, SW12, SRDZ06, SYNC08, TL01, TYS13, VGM+11, XZW13, YKCL12, ZI01, ZDM13, KW02]. Content-based [RL09, BP10b, LP03, NDD+09, SRDZ06, SYNC08].
content-bearing [KW01]. content-sharing [XZW13].
Context [LCR+05, Liu09, Liu10, AXP11, AF12, Ano14, Aus01, Bai04, BD10, BBLM02, BJ09, CLMB10, CCC10, DLA+10, FDH04, GRS+07, Gre06, HM13, Kääk06, KK11, Kel06a, Kel06b, MCC05, MHM12, MA12c, PK05, RPYZ07, SMAB09, SB03, XZ09, Zha13, AKS11, Pre09]. Context-based [LCR+05, Liu10, AXP11, CLMB10, FDH04]. context-dependent [DLA+10].
context/permutation [Wil10b]. contexts [DH13, FFMPM13, Gaz07, GLLL11, LKK03, LC13, Wes09]. Contextual [CHE10a, HBBdR10, WTP12, Cho10a, HDN11, HCO03, KDL02, MPG+08, SCZZ13]. contextualization [HH13]. Contextualizing [BDH12].
Continuing [Atk01]. continuance [CLL13, HBT+09]. continued [ZS09]. continuities [VW12]. continuity [BIP04]. continuous [Bur06a, Egg05b, Egg05c]. continuum [Wor07]. contradiction [Atk01].
contrarian [SC08]. contrast [Ror07]. Contrasting [MM01].
contrevenation [WG07]. contribute [Cam10a]. Contributing [LFLP13, YD13, XW02].
contribution [Aks06, Bir06, SV05]. contributions [AŞT06, ASR+10].
Control [Wil10a, BN08, Ben04a, CAC10, CC04, For04a, Him03, Miz03, MC03b, PK11a, SW12, War06]. Controlled [JLB08, Yeo11, Abb05, LS12].
controversies [Ahn11]. controversy [Ben01b, Ben04b, Hjø09c].
conundrum [Bor12, Pra10, WBB10b]. conventions [Ami01, Bod09].
Convergence [For09, For04a]. conversation [KO12]. Convoying [PK05, TTT12, LB08].
CopeOpi [KHC09]. COPLINK [HLC05]. Copyright [Enn08b, Max04, BNUA04, GKL09, GL09, Lip03, Col07b, Lip13]. core [Sch10, SKM07]. corpora [POMVULMC13, TK06, YL03a, ZBK09].
corporate [hChC05, Huv10, Xie06]. corporation [EAPL05]. Corporations [Mea10]. Corpus [KW01, TJJL07, CL01].
corpus-based [KW01, TJJL07, CL01].
corpus-related [ZBK09]. correct [Pöd10]. Correction [Ano11, Rob10b, WCC10b, Whi04, Ano10]. correlates [BLH+10, WFE+02].
Correlation [Ler13, AJR03, EL09, FCJ12, Pra10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WM06].
correlations [vR06b]. correspondence [DO01, SLS06]. corresponding [Hu09].
cosine [EL09, Ley08b]. Cost [TS06]. costs [Wal07]. costume
Counting
[Ano13b, CF07a, DO01, GSD12, HC09, LDM12, MDM06, MKM09, WJD+13, Win08b]. country [HLC11, YYL13, ZRG11]. counts [BD07b, BB03, Che12, Dav08, LZA13, MY07, TH03]. coupled [LF03].

coupling [BK10, Mor05, NSJ13, YD12, ZS08a]. course [Ano03d, CLB+05, CLL+07, GBMH+09, LCB+07]. courses [BM06, LGM+09]. court [Har07a, HLR09].

Coverage [HW11, Egg13a, FN08, LM11, WW03, WL11a]. covered [ZS11b]. Covert [Hay07].

coword [YD12]. craft [McQ09]. crawler [FAC10].

Crawling [Cot04, TS06]. CRCTOL [JT10]. create [KB11]. Creating [Bro02, Enn02a, Koh13, Ag06a, Enn01a].

creation [FR08, HL05, SW12, Aw06]. Creative [Fau09, Gup09, Hal09, Lar09, LMH09, Lun09, MR09, Mar09b, McQ09, Ria09, Sau09, SHS09, SH011].

Creativity [For04a, War13, CM07, Van03, War10a, Sim07]. credibility [Hon06, LMNS13, LT10, Met07, RHA10, Sav11, WB02, Hy03].

credit [Bir06]. crime [KL11, LY05, Wal06]. crime-psychology [Wal06]. crimes [KL11].

criminal [MCK08, SXCC07]. crises [HZ12]. crisis [Enn02a, HPGG+07].

Criteria [BR11b, CG06, KWR+07, KO09, LBR02, MS02, MHM12, TS01].

criterion [KAD06]. Critical [Enn03c, Day01, Day07, Jap08, Wij12, vT08, Hil11].

critic [Bat08a].

Croatia [Ano03d]. Croatian [IS06]. Cross [BGY+13, HSH10, OCO08, SK06, BAT08b, BLA07, Che06c, CS06a, FJRNV+06, LCR+05, PBS+04, PLBS06, SKM11, TJLJ07, VC08, WOE+13, YHHL12, PB01]. Cross-campus [BGY+13]. Cross-cultural [HSH10, BLA07, VC08].

cross-disciplinary [WOE+13]. Cross-Evaluation [SK06, SKM11]. cross-language [Che06c, CS06a, FJRNV+06, PBS+04, PLBS06, TJLJ07, YHHL12, PB01].

Cross-lingual [LCR+05]. Cross-validation [OCO08].

crossborder [BLA07]. crosslingual [LY05]. crosswalking [RMC12]. Crossword [Efr08].

CS [WV13]. cube [NJJ08]. cues [BJ09, FS11, LMV+12, Sav09, SKWH07].

Cuisine [HKBY+10]. Cultural [CH11, Esc10b, O’B12, Pet12, BLA07, GSB08, HSH10, Jap08, Pat11, SRI07, SPR09, Van06, VC08, VHVD+13, Cha11, JLR04].

culture [Gal12b, Swa07a, CBHD08, LDM12, vDH12, Enn03c, Enn08b].

cultures [CF06, TVF07, Ben01a]. cumulated [JP08a, JP08b].

Cumulative [vR06a]. curation [RPH+12]. curiosity [Bow10].

current [DJW02, OY01, TP13, AHN11, Pow03, Cas03]. curriculum [Lat02].

curves [Bur07, Rou07, ERR07]. cusp [BMK03].

customer-driven [Ag06a]. customers [OCJ12]. customizable [BP10b].

Cyber [Day02a]. Cyber-Marx [Day02a]. cyberlearning [LJ13, Lru13b, MC12]. cybermetrics [AGOP06, Nic10].

cyberporn [LC12]. Cyberspace [Yeo11, Fle06a, Lim03, Nan06]. cycle [Wal11b]. Cycles [Day02a, PMBds10].
D [Ano06b, Ano11, Sti01b]. daily [FFPM13, YC11]. Dancing [Det11].

Dark [Les11, CCQ+08, HKC09, FAC10, Enn03c]. Daryl [Cul01]. Data
[Ben02, BdMAM13, DHW13, KEA+05a, LIL09, LZZC+07, TWU10, WEF+07, 
BWW03, Bor12, BMDO8, BD09, Bor13b, CS04, Cro13g, Dai06, DJF+10, 
EG12, Ghu01, Ham07, HS01, HSJB12, HWDO3, JSI+04, KWR+07, Ley07b, 
Ley08b, LdMAGB10, LI12b, MH10, MS05, MY07, NJN08, Nic03a, NS07, 
PD08, RTO8, RKBS11, SF07, Shi12, SBA12, SH07c, Spo08, Ste03b, SP11, 
Su06, TS11, Tseo1, VS05, Van06, VY12, WvE07, WY07, WGW12, WP05, 
WM06, YNF09, ZKSE13, Zin07c, vEW09, vdHR11, CTZ05, GZS13, HH13, 
NHJ03, PGFM13, Pel11, WCMK+12, Sch02, Che04]. Database
[Ano01d, Mac04b, Bro03a, FN08, GLAA07, Gor12, Kim06, LYJ+10, Ma02a, 
Mac04a, RPWM06, VRL+09, LB05, ZL07a].

databases [DGA11, Dai06, Egg13a, Enn01a, FMM13, Gel09, HZ03a, HW01, 
HW03, HW05, MS09b, Rob01, RCT05, Sha06a, Whi06, dV01]. date
[HNJT06, CvLV10]. David [Ave13, Pon01]. Davis [Fou12]. dawn
[Atk01].

DCI [JP08b, AJ10, JP08a]. DCI-index [JP08b]. dCollection
[KK08].

de-identification [NS07]. Dead [Kaz11]. Death [Day11]. debate
[CWF+12]. debates [DC09]. Deborah [Fou12]. decade [GD07, ZS08b].

decay [GN07, HNJT06]. deceive [Lyn01]. Deceiving [Kra13].

decentralization [War06]. deception [WBJM12]. Decimal [Van09].

Decision [BR11b, AD09, Ago02, All11, Beg05, Ben04a, CL12, ESK06, FG01, 
Ha03, KBG12, LC06, Nic03b, RRW05, RBLH13]. decision-making
[Beg05, KBG12, Nic03b, RRRW05]. decisions [RR12, Fou01a]. decline
[LEA09]. decomposing [AK13]. decomposition
[Bar12, BB13, Egg13b, NB06]. decreases [Can11]. DeCSS [EH05]. deep
[HNJT06]. defenders [Har07a]. defense [AJR04b]. defined [Abb05, Tol09].

Defining [JSB07, Bat08a, OT08, Zin07c, Hep04]. Definition
[BL09, NJ07a, CCCJ10, Han01]. Definitions [RZ04]. Deflating [Sun06].

grades [VH12]. degree [CHH09, YKL07]. délajá [CS06b]. Delayed
[LB13a, CFK07, Van12]. delays [TDC13]. DELETE [Bl10]. deleting
[Egg10d]. Delicious [LLD+12, Yi12]. delimit [YLL10]. delimit-based
[YLL10]. delineation [LP09]. delivered [CL12]. delivery [TU05]. Delphi
[BAB02]. Delusion [Les11]. demand [LR08]. Demner [An06b].

Demner-Fushman [An06b]. Democracy [vD10, Ren04]. Democratic
[Bus08, Bus07, Wri10]. Demograph [Cul06]. demographic [FMM05b].

demonstrated [YS11]. Demonstrating [DW13]. DeNardis [Cha13].

denial [TS06]. dentists [Lan06]. Department [LY05]. departments
[BM11]. departures [Kaz10]. dependence [Bus04a, Los01, MS09a].

dependencies [PR07, SML12]. Dependency
[YKTO3a, Bur03a, KCC12, YKJ07, YKTO3b]. dependent
[DA+10, LAL08, RJO8]. deployment [Aw06]. depository [Glu08]. Depth
[JLB08, Har02, KSK01]. Deriving [KLS13, LDV12]. Derrick [An012].

describe [LDL+08]. Describing [Kim09a]. Description
[War07c, Jör07, RJ07, SB07a, Sti03, TRP13, Whi06, YK05]. descriptions
Descriptive [Ley03b, vdB03b, FG01, Tan05]. Descriptor [Ano06b, HRK+06, WIY01]. descriptors [GLAA07, JJBC01, SL10]. Design [ALT09, AHK08, Fau09, Gup09, Hal09, LBR02, Lar09, LMH09, Lun09, MR09, Mar09b, McQ09, MO07, O’B12, Rin09, Saa09, SHS09, Tan04, Ano01f, BDH12, BBN08, Bha05, BW05, BJD10, BSM+05, CMD05, Ciu05, CTS04, EZ08, Fle06b, Fou01a, GRS+07, Han01, Hav02, HML02, HS01, JHW+08, KS10, Koc06, LB11b, Li09a, LKG+10, Ma02b, MW10, MTS+13, Mos04, Nay05b, PB+04, RHS10, SWF+02a, Tom06, Whi06, Wij12, Wil06a, Xie06, YR02, ZL07d, HDB07, OKG07, PLBS06, Bol07, Ost08, Sti02]. designers [FDB+12]. Designing [AH05a, Bur02a, Dav06, Fou01b, LBNB04, Lar10a, Wal02, Fei11, LBC02, PBS+04, Bro02, Gal12b, Vil10a]. designs [Cha11, J¨ar07]. desktop [MC03a, RHWB11]. detect [APSA12, CC01a, ZS07, ZKSE13]. Detecting [MG10, SKTM09, WGD09, Che06b]. Detection [ESL+10, ACK12, ACH+04, Ano11, CKB+10, DLVÁ12, MG09a, PN09, Sta11, SL13, TBP+10, TBP12]. Determinants [DT13, HBT+09, LR08, LDM12]. Determining [HLLS07, LKZC11, LHMW11, RPYZ07, Tom04, BIKL09]. deterrents [WG07]. develop [GLDM02]. Developing [BT05, CCS11, KLP09, LBTN09, Zha10c, CF07a, Ma02b, MD06, Ren05, WE+12, Abb05]. Development [BPJR07, KK08, TPLC05, WLHO11, Afi03, Ahn11, AB+06, CWW+10, CF09, CC04, HDG+07, JLR04, KT12, MD06, MBK07, NG03, Nic03a, OT10, PH06, Ste03b, SLR+11, TS08, TTS03, Wan06, Win08a, XFCR13, vRFBvW10, CM02, CPP09, LL12, Che09, Jam10]. developmental [McC09, Per03]. developments [JLCL04, LS08]. Dewey [Wan09]. DEXA [Ano01d]. diachronic [FT12]. diagrams [TSW12]. dialog [WYC08]. dialogs [TW10]. Dialogue [LHLL08]. Diane [Ing12, Efr12]. Diaries [TD02]. Diasporic [SP07]. dichotomy [Tij10]. Dick [Wad01]. dictionary [CW04, LKJ08, NSQ03, VGM+11, YHHL12]. did [Di02]. didactics [God07]. Didegah [Ano13b]. didn’t [Jap07]. difference [DS10a, Lus07, SZ12, VS03]. Differences [AWBB09, Ben08, Cha11, FMM01, FMM05b, FMM05a, FN08, LS11b, LB11a, LC13, MKMM09, Ciu05a, Mor10, PAR13, TWU10, Vau06, VL13, WY06, Whi02d, vR06a, BSP10]. different [Aks08, ACHVH10, BMD08, Bur05, CMD05, CS02, ER08a, HW01, KH13, MBC10, Meg01, NKLC09, PNHG07, SKTM09, SM05a, Sun12, The02, WBJM12, YB10b, YZL13, ZS09, vR09, KH13]. differently [CM11]. difficult [Bha05]. Difficulty [Efr08, CTC05, Jam08a]. Diffusion [Sha06a, Gen06, LR11, LR10, LKZC11, ST09, VG06, YK05, Has09]. Digital [ACMS05, Ano08a, Bla10, Bor09, Det11, Ekb09, Esc10b, Fry10, Gal12a, Gua11, Jam08b, Jan02, Kva10, MWG06, MHM12, Swa11, Tho09, Uro09, War09b, War10d, Wes07b, Wil00, vD10, Abb05, Alb10b, Ano01c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Awa06, Bar01a, BAB07, BR11b, Ben01a, BH11, Bol07, BSM+05, Cop11, Cus13, Dav06, Duf11, Emm02a, Emm06b, Emm08b, Er06, FMP01, Fle06a, FCM04, FMCL07, GLDM02, Hca05, HBSC13, HNJ06, HDB07, Jam08a, Jap08, JWZ+11, JP02, KTL+13, KFW08, Koc04a, Koe04b, Koh13.
KEA+05a, Lan04, LS10b, Lip13, LB12c, LLG12, MBG+07, MBBS02, Me04, Nay05b, NC13, Nic03a, NY08, NY09, NV09, Pal05, PGSH06, rPLM09, PBV08, Ren07, SHO11, Sha06b, Sin12, Sre02, SC11, TVFW07, Tom01a, TP11, TMP13, TTS03, Van03, Vau03, Ve06a, Whi06. digital
[Win08a, XW02, Xe06, XC09, Yak05, Yan01, YC10, Zha10c, Ano02a, Max04, SBBF09, Em03a, Gon08, Hje01a, Kaz11, Lip13, Pon01, Row09, Tom06, Van03].


Digitalization [Win08a, XW02, Xe06, XC09, Yak05, Yan01, YC10, Zha10c, Ano02a, Max04, SBBF09, Em03a, Gon08, Hje01a, Kaz11, Lip13, Pon01, Row09, Tom06, Van03].

Divide
[Kva10, Duf11, Enn02a, Har07b, Jam08a, Jam08b, MBBS02, Koe04a, Koe04b].
DMCA [Lip03].
Do [APLG13, BMD09, Bor11, BdMAM13, CM11, Cro12a, Dra03, Fle06b, Lim07, Muk09, Sch13a, TH04, Bir07, BD07a, ESF+08, GPI03, GL12, HTT07, HSBC13, Kal05, Lim09, XC06, CvLB12, SM05b].
Do-it-yourself [Fle06b].
DocCube [MCDA03].
Doctor [HWJ10].
document-category [LWH11].
document-management [BJD10], Document-type [ZRG11].
documentation [Day01, The02, HS02, Sun06].
domains [HW01, TYS13], domestic [DRW08, Wes07b].
demand-independent [MW08].
documentation-domain [BJD10], Document-type [ZRG11].
documentation-document [LWH11], document-level [KB11].
document-management-domain [BJD10].
E-commerce [HCC04]. E-government [DRW08, KT12, HLP13, Enn06a]. e-health [Xie11a, Xie11b]. e-learning [LZ08b, LGM+09, SBT+07]. E-mail [Meh06, TLM+12, Ano03d, CRK13, KPOE10, PSO06, YZLC13, PN09, ZKSE13]. e-mailing [Mat09]. E-memory [Wil06b]. e-research [JdMAA12]. E-science [ZZ10]. E-volution [Bro01b]. Earlier [BHC06]. Early [Cer10, LMCRRPA09, LGM+09, Cho09a, Jay12]. ease [NY08]. East [JLCL04]. easy [HW02]. EBizPort [MMCC04]. eBusiness [Wil06b]. Ecological [Ago13]. ecologies [Nay07b]. ecology [Ack02b]. ecommerce [JR06]. Economic [DLM09, Ehi02, LB12c, ME03]. economics [HvdW09, Joh01, Tom01a, War05]. economists [Tol09]. economizing [Dai06]. economy [LS13, WRB+09, Saw10, Che03a, Des08a, Sha06b]. ed [Hem07, Jul12, Koe11, Mcl10b]. Eddan [Pet12]. edit [LATH08]. Edited [Cha13, Dum01a, Fou12, Gal12a, Ing12, Jul12, VT13, Bar01a, Cul01, Enn01b, Hal01, Hjo01a, Hjo02a, Hol01, Pet02, Tom01a, Efr12]. Editing [War10d]. Edition [Fou01a, Har06a, Sag06, Vil10a, Gaz09, Ano08c, BD08]. Editor [AJR04a, AJR04b, Bar12, Ben04b, BB13, Bor11, Bor13c, BL13, Buc08, Bur03a, Bur04b, Bur04a, Bur06b, Che03d, Chr04, Cot01, Dav04b, Day03, Day10, De 12, De 13, Egg13b, EF10, Fid13, Fig06, Fra03, GV13, Hal04a, Hal04b, Han08, Hjo01c, Hjo01d, Hjo02c, Hjo03, Hjo09c, Hjo10b, Jar11, Kos03, Kos12, Kra13, Lak03, Lak07, Lak08, Ley03a, Ley03b, Ley07b, LO11, Ley12, LB12a, Mac04b, Moe11, Pii13, Pöd10, Pra10, Pra12a, Pra12b, RGLCTSC13, Sma05, Sre10, Szo10, Tol01a, Tre12, Vin11b, Vin13, Wal04b, WBB10b, Whi02a, Whi04, Win02, YKT03a, vdB03b, Han01]. Editorial [Ano002f, Boy01a, Boy01b, Boy01c, Boy01d, Boy01e, Boy01f, Boy02a, Boy02b, Boy02c, Boy02d, Boy02e, Boy02f, Boy02g, Boy02h, Boy02i, Boy03b, Boy03c, Boy03d, Boy03e, Boy03f, Boy03g, Boy03h, Boy03i, Boy03j, Boy03k, Boy04a, Boy04b, Boy04c, Boy04d, Boy04e, Boy04f, Boy04g, Boy04h, Boy04i, Boy04j, Boy05a, Boy05b, Boy05c, Che03b, Cro09b, Cro09e, Cro09c, Cro09d, Cro09a, Cro09f, Cro10a, Cro11a, Cro11c, Cro11b, Cro12a, Cro12b, Cro12c, Cro13a, Cro13b, Cro13c, Cro13d, Cro13e, Dil02, Fur10, Fur11, Kra08, KE08, MD02, Mos04, SL10, Spi02, ZZL12, Cab12, GC07, Jar11, RR12, Tre12, Sti01a]. Editorials [Ano001c, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01i, Boy01g, Boy01h, Boy01i, Boy01j, Boy01k, Boy01m, Boy02j, Boy02k, Boy02l, Boy03a, Bro01a, Iye01, Kra02b, Kra03a, Kra03b]. editors [CH13, Hjo02d, Zha04, Sch01, Sti01b]. education [AR13, BLA07, CWZ+10, HH13, Har05, LJJ13, SHS09, Buc11]. Educational [Che10b, CL12, DDO11]. educators [FDB+12]. effect [Ahn11, BL09, BWS+10, Cam11, DC01b, FR13, FN13, FS11, JZS09, JLS13, KKBG11, KSK01, KGL12, LKZC11, Los13, Moe07, Nic09, PKL11a, PKL11b, RR06, SC08, SKM01, Tol09, TSA11, WG10, WM06, XW08, YKT03b, vdRD09, Hjo11b, Kra02a, LG10a, SF08]. Effective [CS12, KZ01, LL05, Vil10a, Wil02, BJC+04, HC11, Mbo04, UZ04, WJR05, YLL06]. effectively [TTT12, Cho10b]. effectiveness [Cho09a, DLH+08, DS10b, HB07, JM05, MM04, Smi01, VS04]. Effects
[Ago04a, BD10, Cho10a, FN12, FL01, Sha13a, VRL+09, ADR11, Ano13c, ACMP11, BIZGMS10, BHDK13, BV08, CP13, Che12, CvLB10, DLM09, FFWM04, uHG09, uHG10, HB07, HGL05, HTT07, JBM04, KT12, RL09, Sar07b, SCZZ13, Spo08, TDC13, Tsi13, Wil04, WHC12, YR02, ZC01, KS10, Lus07, SBIS11]. **efficacy** [Lai09]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. **Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, VH12]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05]. **efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. ** Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, WvE10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WJD+13]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05]. **efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. **Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, WvE10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WJD+13]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05]. **efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. **Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, WvE10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WJD+13]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05]. **efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. **Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, WvE10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WJD+13]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05]. **efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficiency** [Ler10, WG05]. **Efficient** [HZ03a, HC11, CW01, dCCRdM12, CK02, SRDZ06]. **effort** [HB08, PMK11, VH12]. **Egghe** [Bur06a, Bur07, Rou07, Woe09]. **ego** [HRC12b]. **Eigenfactor** [Dav08, Pra10, WvE10, WBB10a, WBB10b, WJD+13]. **Eigenvalue** [Efr05]. **Eigenvalue-based** [Efr05].
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[LL09, LT09a, Lee10, LCB+07, LM0R08, LT09b, Ley05, LVD06, LWY01, L109b, LB10, Lim07, JLB05, LB13b, Lip03, LLA08, LC05b, Liu03b, Liu13a, LB03, LC05c, LS05, LY11, LSI1d, LMN13, Lyn01, Ma07, Ma12a, Ma12b, Mac04a, Ma11b, MBG+07, MBO08, MMCC04, Mar07d, Mat09, Max04, MPT09, MS09a, MMB09, Mck04, MT03, MS05, MS09b, MBBS02, MO04, MA12c, MDM06, Met07, Mil10b, MB13, MEH07, MC03b, Mor10, MLO02, Muk09, MPR+03, Nah07, NSQI03, Nat12, Nay07a, New01, NHL+10, NH12, O'B07, O'C13, Oak09, Oh12, OV10, Opp07, OLLL10, OAU+04, Pal08, PM11, PBS+04, PLBS06, Pet07a, PM01, PDU02, PGR+13, RR06, Rab08, Rab09, RHWNB1, Ric02, RB08, RHS10, Rob10a, Rob10b, Ros06, RU07, RLVR02, SRTS12, SHO11, San02, Sar07a, Sar07b, Sav09, Sav11].

information
[SH07a, SS09, SEDC11, Sch01, Sch02, Sch05, SDJB12, SV05, SM10, Shal13a, SKM01, SBIS11, SD03, Shi08, SYN08, Smi04, SB03, SO002, SC06, SV03, SP07, SM03, Sto10b, SS06, Sto10, SGTS07, SMY09, SC11, SK06, Sun06, SK13, TILJ07, Tan07a, TTT12, Tan07b, TDC13, TTS13, The01, Th012, TKB05b, TRJ05, Tom01a, Tom05b, Tom01b, TD02, Tra08, UZ04, UR07, VS04, Vak08, VH05, Ve09, VG07b, VT13, Vit08, Wal11a, WCCS13, Wan07, War02, WP04, War07a, War07b, War07c, War07d, War07e, War08, WRB+09, Wes07b, Whi02a, Whi03b, WJR05, Whi06, WR06, Whi07a, Whi07b, Whi02d, Wij12, Wil02, WmcsW09, WH09, Wor08, WL03, WP05,
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Information-based [HW13]. Information-centered [TWF08]. Information-conveying [LB08]. Information-creating [Koh13]. Information-related [FFMPM13]. Information-rich [Zha10b]. Information-seeking [Dav04a, SWF+02a, Coo02a, Fos04, KWS07, Kim09a, MT03, NH12, PGR+13, Ros06, STS12, Whi02d, WmcsW09, YR02, YB10a, YB10b, Zac05, ZZZR04].
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investment [Cam10a]. investment-benefit-yield [Cam10a]. Investor [O'C13]. invisibility [Gor12]. Invisible [Che09, CSL04, Zuc06b]. invited [JKL09]. IP [ZL07c, DS03]. IP-level [DS03]. iPod [Ve06b]. IQp [AL08]. IR [BR11a, Bor03, GOR06, KJ02, Kle08, PJ06, San08, VZ08]. IR-rational [PJ06]. Iranian [OM08]. iRANK [WLL10]. Iraq [RB08]. Ireland [War07b]. IRMA [Ano03f]. Irrational [PJ06]. Irving [Gar01a]. iSchools [WS12]. ISI [Ano04b, BL09, Col07b, LR09, LdMAGB10, SM05a]. ISI-2004 [Ano04b].
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knowledge [WL08, WL09, WHC12, YD13, YLW10, YRXS11, YZLC13, ZC04, Zin07c, ZS11b, AH05b, CLB05, Day05, GRSFV12a, LO13, MD02, Cul01, Koe11, Kva10, Pre09, Sti01b, Cal08].
knowledge-based [Ack02a, LS13].
Knowledge-system [GD07].
Known [Kil01, vEW09].
Known-item [Kil01].
knows [Huv13].
Koenig [Sti01b].
Kohonen [GdMA01].
Kong [LY05, CFY07].
Korea [KP11, PBN02, Shi08].
Korean [KC13].
Krajewski [Bla13].
Kuhlthau [CBL13, Kra02a].
KWIC [Käk06].

L [Fou01a, Tan07a, WCC10b, Jay12].
lab [SHS11].
label [Nic09, VE13].
labeled [GC07, HC07], labels [RI08].
labor [War07c, War07e, War08].
Labs [HD04].
lack [Bur13].
lacunae [LJLIW08].
landscape [Cab12, CK03, FMM10, GBMH09].
Language [Cro12b, FS07, Hol04, TP06, XR07, BAT08b, BWW03, Cha11, Che06c, CK02, CS06a, CKK+02, CSA+02, CTC05, Cro09f, DDO11, DS09, FJRNV+06, HPAS04, KRK+10, Lee10, LLXS13, LR13, NDD+09, NJ07a, NJ07b, PB01, PBS+04, PLBS06, RLF02, SD01, SS04, SJTB13, TILF07, T1L01, The05, TVY12, VVLB12, WY06, YHHL12, ZZ03, NHJ03].
language-based [SJTB13].
Language-modeling [XR07].
languages [KGL12].
Laptop [Ivo03].
Large [Cam11, ARPS11, ACHVH10, Ano01f, BCH+07, CHdS+11, DGA11, DHKW10, Fra12, HHHC10, KIS10, KHC12, LKB12, LJY+10, MCD03, MH04, OIM+11, SM13, SS10, TWF08, TD02, XBM13, YW08].
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LDA [LDS+11].
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lecture [LZ08b].

Lectures [Bia10b].

Lee [Gal12a].

Legal [Pet12, CLH13, Him03, Him04, JBM04, Lip03, RKO10].

Legitimate [Soa06].

Leiden [BMD13, WCMK$^+$12].

Lempel [ANdlF07].

lengths [AG02].

lens [CKF07].

Leonardo [ivo03, LS10b]. LePrEF [dCCRdM$^+$12]. Less

[Ekb12, Mos09, ARPS11, CSL04]. lessons
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[AJR04a, AJR04b, Ben04b, Ben11, Bur03a, Bur04b, Che03d, Chr04, Dav04b, Day03, Fid13, Fra03, Hal04a, Hal04b, Hjo01c, Hjo03, Hjo10b, Lak03, Ley03a, Ley03b, LO11, Moe11, Pill13, SzS01, Vin11b, Wau04b, Whi04, Win02, ZKT03a, Zha04, vdB03b]. level [Ame12, BD09, BBB$^+$08, CL11, CyLB10, GG09, Ham11, KB11, Moe05, OCO08, PPH06, Rl08, SCC$^+$12, SK01, SK02a, WvE12b, WLLH09, WJP$^+$10, YYL13, ZZZ$^+$09, DS03].

levels
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Lexical
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librari [NV09].

libraries
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Library
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Markup [Hol04, CH07, DPV11, KdHWA04]. Markus [Bla13]. marrow [dMAVQR+07]. Marti [Efr12]. Martin [Tol01b]. Marx [Day02a]. massively [Win11]. Master [Les11]. Mastering [McI10, Raw10]. matching [GMA07, GOR06, Mus05, NBYA03, PLN09]. Matchsimile [NBYA03]. material [Bla11, GC07]. Materialist [Nay07b]. materiality [Ekb09]. materials [Col05, TL01]. Mathematical [CDLvR03, Egg08b, SR07, Egg07c, Egg02a]. mathematics [BSP10, Ler13]. matrices [LV06]. Matrix [SB07b, SB07c, KB05, LBC02]. matter [Cox08, Ju07, Moe07]. Matters [Rya09, ACMS05, BP10a, Cro12b, Dot13, PZ12, YCKW09]. May [Ano03d, Eas02]. Maybury [Cul01]. McCook [Orm01]. me [Cro12a, Cus13]. means [Jam08b, LPSS06, Tom05a]. measurability [AK11]. measure [AJR03, ALW10, BR11b, DLH+08, Day02b, De 10, De 11b, De 13, DK07, ER03, EL09, Egg12, HvdW09, HMFW12, KB06, MG09b, MBK07, NSJ13, OT10, WL06a, WBY+09, Wu10, ZLXW11, CPP09]. measured [AGOP06, San08]. measurement [Boo01, Bur01, LRC13, PAR13, SLN03, Tol01a]. measurements [FPZAGBdMA05]. Measures [YKT03a, Ame12, BL09, BKRN03, BMD09, BPJR07, Bur03a, Bur04a, CCG+06, CL01, Egg09a, Egg10b, Egg10c, Har02, LR02, Ley05, RM13, SB07b, SB07c, YD09, YKT03b, ZI01, vEW08, vEW09]. Measuring [AJ10, BBC09, Bur05, JdMAA12, Kel06a, Kel06b, KP11, LR13, LW12, MM04, SKS11, Wal06, WOB09, ADV13, BI02, BIP09, HRC12b, MMM12, MHR13, OL13, SB07b, WW13, YDS11, ZTY12, BL12, Ham07, LAP09, SB07c, SG01]. mechanical [War10c]. mechanism [Lak03, vR08c]. mechanisms [SW12, WR06]. medalists [Hen13b, EGR11]. Media [For09, Ben01a, CLD+13, Ehi02, GLLL11, Hov13, HvdHdR10, KJ03, Kom11, RFV12, SM03, SM05b, TTT12, Van03, WCLZ01, YKCL12, KJ03, Koh13, Gua11, Kim11b, Nay07b, Ren04]. Mediated [Ess10, LM09, EWF+02, FWF+02, MH04, rP08a, rP08b, SWF+02a, SWF+02b, WFE+02]. mediating [ADR11, YD13]. mediation [Ek09, OJ04, SZ08]. mediator [Lip03]. Medical [CC09, Plo10, Ano14, CLZC03, Dav09b, FJRNV+06, Gen06, IS06, LRR12, LO13, NDD+09, NS12, RNLD01, SMAB09, SSM+08a, SS10, SSM+08b, SST06, WEA+12, WS06, ZRR04, CRBpMAM12, LS12]. medical-image [WEA+12]. medicine [BP06a, KJ12, SYL+13, BC05]. Medium [O'B12, DHKW10, Emm08a, KBP10]. mediums [Lar09]. MEDLINE [HNB+09, SRI04, TWSS05]. Meet [Hal04a]. meeting [Hal04a]. Meets [Che10b, Efr08]. melody [MO04, PSB04]. Member [SJ10, LSB13, SBIS11, SC11, The08c, XFCR13]. members [HBSC13, PM11, TP06]. membership [VI05]. memetics [ST09]. Memex [Ve06b]. memorial [WI06c]. Memoriam
memory
men
menopausal
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men
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[ESF +08].

merging
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merit
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Mexican
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[468x681]Buc13, Cro10b, RT08, Wil06c, Boo13, VG12]. memory [Bla10, DHW13, ERJ07, HBSC13, WTF08, Esc10a]. men [ESF +08]. menopausal [Gen06]. mental [CL03, CLL +07, Coo07, LB08, MBG +07, Sko02, ZC01, Zha08, Zha10b]. mentions [TSW12], menu [YR02], merely [Kwo05], merging [WM07]. merit [MHM12], Mertonian [HS13a], MeSH [LO13], meso [HDN11]. message [Hon06], messages [CL12, ZLCH06], messaging [LCC07]. Meta [Hjo02d, Hjo01c, JLBO8, Liu13b, Whi02a, CFCZ01]. Meta-analysis [Hjo02d, JLBO8, Whi02a]. meta-search [Liu13b]. Meta-searching [CFCZ01]. metabrowsing [WvdHH04]. Metadata [AKW07, BZC07, EM07, Fat07, Jör07, LKK07, Mar07c, ÖAU +04, RJ07, SB07a, SYNC08, CdSG +09, Gre01b, HZ07, HSSV07, HDG +07, HJ13, Liu13b, Los13, MMMM12, MMFF90, Rin09, SS13, Tan05, Wan06, WGW12, ZL08, Pet07b]. Metadata-based [ÖAU +04, MMBF09]. metaphor [FMM10]. metaphor [CFCZ01]. Metatags [DC01a]. method [AK13, BIP09, BC09, CC11, CH03, CFN +10, Gor02, HTdV11, Hub01, Kel06a, KLP09, LZG13, MvL12, OIM +11, OM13, Oya08, PCBL04, RBLH13, SSS13, SRDZ06, Su06, YL05, YKT03b, Zha02]. methodological [GMV13, Meh06]. methodologies [GZS13, HML02, MLO02]. Methodology [CG08, Coo02b, BIP05, CvLvR10, HVPLHP06, MO07, Oak09, Sav06, WvE12b, MO04, SP11]. Methods [Ahm07, BI02, Bia10a, HZ03b, Sch03, AJR04b, An01b, Arg03, ASW05, BL09, CH12, CHd +11, CDLvR03, GLDM02, GZS13, Gre01a, HLC11, HNJ06, KSA09, KH13, LLXS13, Ma12b, MS05, MV08, OL13, OYM09, PGR +13, Sha08, SKTM09, Sta09, TS11, Wil02, WG10, WT08, Win08a, Xie11a, Opp10]. Metric [PZ05, HvdW09, TWS05, ZLXW11]. metrical [Kle08]. Metrics [AW05, Cro13b, BV08, CCS11, SG11, TW03b, WJD +13, ZTG13]. Mexican [LMCRRRP09]. mHealth [ADR11]. Michael [Dum01a, Sti01b]. micro [Ame12, BD09, Ham11, YZLC13]. micro-blogging [YZLC13]. microbibliometrics [FW09]. microblogging [HZ12]. microblogs [Efr11]. microdata [PGFMP13, RK01]. microlevel [Dav02]. microscopy [HHHR13]. middle [Abb05, CBL +13, YR08]. middle-aged [YR08]. midwifery [McK04]. migraine [WKdJvdBV01]. migration [Kom11]. Millennium [Max04, Atk01, Bro01a, Enn02b]. mind [Koc06, Opp09]. minds [WL03, WL11b]. minimum [CC11]. Mining [An01a, BYHM07, HDN11, KC07, LYM07, LC12, LHA07, LZC +07, PR07, RCT05, SY07, WBY03, SY07, YHHL12, CWZ +01, Che03c, CLH13, FG03, Glh01, Iye01, KdRH +01, KHC09, LZC09, LYJ +10, MC12, MLZ10, NZY13, Nic03a, OLLL10, RMC12, RKBS11, Sri04, SL06, SL13, TWU10, WE +07, ZC08, An005, Che04]. MIR [JLCL04]. mirrors [Nay05b]. MIS [SPH08]. Miscellaneous [Tho09]. misconstruction [Bat11]. misfits [rRFBvW10]. missing [Nea08]. mistake [Pöd10]. Mitchell [Buc13, Hol01]. Mitigating [FR13]. mitigation [HW13]. Mixed [OL13, Ma12b, PGR +13, WG10]. Mixed-methods [OL13]. mixture [LHA07]. mixtures [KC09]. Mljet
Mobile [CMRS09, DHKW10, LGCA10, MA12c, NCRJ13, Rot06, SSTM09, ZL07c, Lar10a]. mobilization [CF06]. Møbius [MWG06]. Modal [ÖL06, JLCL04]. modality [dAP13]. mode [Croc13b]. Model [Efro8, HL05, Mac04b, AHH06a, AHH06b, ADR11, BSP10, BBM02, Bir07, Bjö12, BP06a, BCT06, BR04, BP10b, dAP13, CM02, CCC10, Chr03, CL03, DW04, DWA13, Din05, DS11, EAPL05, Efro5, Egg08c, ELR09, Fos04, Fu10, GPG+, HLR09, HCC04, Hub02, HD06, JCDR+, JG05, KRS13, Kaz10, Krar2a, KC09, LC06, LDS+, JLB05, LB03, Ma02b, Mac04a, MBC08, MPT09, McD11, Mor05, MG07, NY09, OJ04, OMS+, PS03, Pra11a, RTM04, Ro07, SDJB12, SEMK05, SY07, SJB13, SSA10, SM09, Su03a, Su03b, SK06, TWSS05, Vis05, WKK+, WH01, Win08b, WCC08, WCC10b, Zha10c, Zha13, ZAI13, dCFLH03, LWW01, NHJ03, SEDC11, Ag06a].

Modeling [AN06, DH13, For04b, HV01, KO05, LM01, LDS+, MT03, NHCW13, Pat11, Zuc06b, Bn04a, CTZ05, CC02, DP07, HDG+, LB08, LLXS13, LT13, MH04, ÖAU+, Tan04, WOB09, XR07, GO03, PMB05, Zac05]. models [APLG13, BBC09, BWW03, Br12b, CL08, CLT+, CTC05, Coo07, CJ04, Efro10, GD07, HPAS04, HWJ10, LAK07, Los01, MBG+, QCL+, Sim07, Slo02, SH07b, The02, UGF08, WZL09, Wmc09, Ye11a, Ye11b, ZC01, Zha08, Zha10b, ER08b, Met07, Nic03b].

 modes [APLG13, BBC09, BWW03, Br12b, CL08, CLT+, CTC05, Coo07, CJ04, Efro10, GD07, HPAS04, HWJ10, LAK07, Los01, MBG+, QCL+, Sim07, Slo02, SH07b, The02, UGF08, WZL09, Wmc09, Ye11a, Ye11b, ZC01, Zha08, Zha10b, ER08b, Met07, Nic03b].

Modernist [Son10, Exn02, Mil10a, Sta09, Abd04]. Modernism [Bur09a]. modernity [Day01]. Modes [Mil10a, KBG12, WBJM12, vRFBvW10]. modification [Cho13b]. modified [Sch09a]. Modifying [ZS08c]. modules [PGSH06].


Move [Mea10]. movement [Lip13]. Movements [Has09]. moving [ZL08, AKW07]. MPEG [AKW07, BZC07, EM07, Fat07, Jör07, LKK07, Mar07c, RJ07, SB07a]. MPEG-7 [AKW07, BZC07, EM07, Fat07, Jör07, LKK07, Mar07c, RJ07, SB07a].


Multidimensional [Goo01, NHJ03, FPCB04, GRSFV12a, NNY10, NS12,
multidisciplinary [CL06, LT08, WW03].
multidocument [OKG07, PAL12, WLLH09].
multifaceted [SC12, WLHO11].
multigroup [Kim10b].
multilayered [dMCMNN09].
Multilevel [BMD13, HBSC13, KK10a, PZ12, YCE10, ZTY12].
Multilevel-statistical [BMD13].
Multilingual [QZCC06, CLYL06, CZH04, VT13, WTLCO6, WY06, YL06, YHIL12, Ano03c].
Multimedia [AKW07, BZC07, EM07, Fat07, Glu01, Jör07, LKK07, Mar07c, RJ07, SB07a, LCC07, Mat13, TSJ09, ZL07c, dV01, Jör07, Ahm07].
Multimodal [JG03, BCT02, HM09].
Multimodal [EAPL05].
Multinationals [Cha11].
Multinational [EAPL05].
Multinational [Cha11].
Multiobjective [CLMB10].
multipanel [AYX13].
Multiperspective [TTS03].
multiperspective [CISH10].
multiple-perspective [CISH10].
Multiple [BD07b, Erc06, FCM04, IS06, ALW10, CKH09, jL05, jLB05, MLZ10, Sch09a, TYS13, WT08, WOB09, YB10a, ZSR09].
multiple-version [Erc06].
Multiplicative [HRC12a].
multipliers [MBC10].
multisession [LMX13, MW12].
Multitasking [OO02, DS11].
multitheatric [LR02].
multivariate [TSRGJC+13].
Mundane [Dav02].
Murray [O’B12].
MUSART [DBP+07].
museum [Huv13, Jör04, SBBF09].
museums [Enn01a, Mar07d].
Music [Bai04, TC04, Dow04, HLP04, Kos04, Lee10, PLZA04, Win08a, AE10, GZS13].
musical [Sim07, Win08a].
musicians [Win08a].
My [AE10].
MySpace [AE10, The08c, The09b, TWU10, WT10].
Myth [Fle06a, vD10, Enn02a, Lip03, Nay05b].
myths [Wes09].
N [MAR04, PD08, SRS+13].
N-grams [MAR04].
naiïve [LMRB08].
naiïveté [Bro08].
Name [PSB04, Aks08, ABJ+06, CNF+10, DGA11, GMA07, HKBY+10, PK11a, SZ12, TWSS05].
name-based [HKBY+10].
name-matching [GMA07].
named [CLYL06, SZC11, SR09].
names [Har08b, KC13, NBYA03].
nanoscience [DT13].
nanotechnology [DT13, LKZC11, TH13, ZQI+10].
Naranan [Egg10a].
NASA [KIAE+05a].
Nation [War02].
National [LS09, NHL+10, AD09, HLC11, Li09a, Mar02, SL12, SHS+11, TW03a, BC05, MHM12, RW05].
nations [SM13].
Natives [Det11].
Natural [NDD+09, SD01, DDO11, FMM10, KRK+10, LGV06, LG10a, Lee10, LFL02, TL01, ZZ03].
natural-language [TL01].
naturalistic [TS01, Tan07b].
nature [dMCMNN09, Ivo01, Luy11, Mar07d, McI02, RR06, Sar07a].
navigation [AFM02, BWS+10, CM02, HW02, LPS06, MHL05, RTM04].
navigational [OAU11].
navigator [Sec02].
necessary [Alm13].
Need [For13, Kar07, BMD09, Bor11, CL03, CLL+05, Col11, FHD04, GIP03, Kal05, LY11, Luy13, Nic09, PNHG07, Sch13a].
need-based [FDH04].
needed [HW01].
Needs [Ivo03, Jul12, AHH06a, AHH06b, Hep04, HWJ10, Lee10, MCK04, VH05, Whi02c, WLC09, YC11].
negation [dAP13, DLVA12].
negative [BL12, FS10].
neglected [Hjø01c].
negotiation [MCK04].
Negri [Day02b].
neo [Glu08].
neo-depository [Glu08].
NERA [SR09].
ness
OCA [RSMVULPO11]. occupations [WS11]. occurrence [BR01, LC05a, LV06, Ley07b, Mus05, WvE07]. occurrences [ZWW+08]. occurring [HJ13]. OCR [BIP05, Tse01]. odious [Cro13c]. Odisej [Ano03d]. oeuvre [McC08]. off [ADC10, WM07]. off-line [WM07]. office [BJ09]. officials [CH05]. off [SL12]. OhioLINK [HNJT06]. Ohlman [Wil10b]. oil [IA12, WKdJvdBV01]. oil [IA12, WKdJvdBV01]. old [Coo02a]. Older [Xie11b, Xie11a]. omission [Hen13b]. omitted [FMM13]. omitted-citation [FMM13]. OMRAS [Dov04]. on-line [KJ03]. One [PGSH06, Cam11, LBMO11, LC05c, TD02]. Online [Cha09, Kva10, MMBF09, TK08, BDS12, BPJR07, CAC10, CLL13, CLL+05, CLL+07, Col05, EZ08, FS11, HH07, HBT+09, HSCL07, HFC10, HWJ10, Keo06a, Keo06b, Kil01, KT08, KTR10, KTA12, LKK03, Ley07c, LBS11, LHB+08, LFLP13, LMV+12, LMNS13, Lus07, Met07, MBBK07, LNY10, OL13, Oh12, POC09, Pow03, Rab08, RS10, Sml04, SXZ11, SRV07, SMY09, TH04, Tsi13, WG10, Win11, XZW13, YRW07, ZLCH06, Dov04, LWY09, Har08a]. only [Cam11]. onscreen [BLH+10]. ontogeny [Ten12]. ontological [KTL+13, KHAN08, TP11, TMPP13]. Ontologies [AB09, Ahm13, CS08a, Cui10, FM05, Fon07, SPR09, XBM13, ZBK09]. ontologization [SR11]. Ontology [WTF08, YWC08, ZC08, Ano13a, DJF+10, GMV13, HJ04, JT10, KdhWA04, Kim05, LWH11, LC05a, NZY13, Pat11, WL13, Yi08]. Ontology-based [WTF08, YWC08, KdhWA04, Kim05, LWH11]. ontology-enhanced [LC05a]. Ontology-supported [ZC08]. ONTOWEB [Kim05]. Open [AD04, MCRdMA11, NG03, Pel11, Ano13d, BHDK13, Bjö12, BSMD11, CF07a, Dav09b, Emm07b, Fon01b, GRJS01, KH13, Kra08, LB13a, Moe07, Muk09, NOR08, Pet13, Pom05a, SBF13, SW12, SB12a, SB12b, SH07b, SH07c, Wal07, WL11a, Xia10, CF09, MWG06, PGFMP13, Cho09b]. open-access [Dav09b, Muk09, NOR08, WL11a, Xia10]. open-set [SBF13]. Opening [VV12, Cha13]. openly [LB13a]. Operationalization [GPG+11]. operator [LT02]. operators [Hoe03]. Opinion [BR13, HS13a, KHC09, Miz12, Tho12, GW12, MLZ10, RSMVULPO11]. Opinionated [SU11]. opinions [KC07]. Opportunities [GPG13, BC05, VW12]. opportunity [MQH13]. Optimal [Gro01a]. optimization [BCT02, LLL09]. optimization-driven [LLL09]. Optimizing [HKLG05]. Options [Mer09, Whi06]. Oram [Emm01b]. oranges [SK12]. orchestration [BD05]. Order [LPGBdMA03, Luy13, Sha07, XW08, CP13, Cri11, Egg09b, HD04, hHyW04, Suz09]. Order-based [LPGBdMA03]. ordering [Los13]. ordinal [HV01]. ordination [SB07b, SB07c]. organism [Cui12]. organisms [Win08b]. organization [Ack02a, BIA12, Bar08a, Beg05, LT12, LH01, Ley03a, Ley08c, Ley10, Lip03, LAL09, RBLH13, Sha13b, STSG08, TS08, Whi06, Yi08, ZC04, vdB03a]. Organizational [LR02, McH10, TW2+06, AF12, BDH12, BDBA13, Dav02, DHW13, HFW09, HLO5, Mar02, PSD08, WFT08, XW02, YWM10, LKK03]. Organizations [Son10, AD09, Bre05, CBDH08, KRS13, RK01, STS02, TS11, YZLC13].
[HZ03a]. **Passage** [MG09a, Liu13a, UGF08]. **passages** [KZ01]. **Past** [Bia10b, CS08b, Sau09, Bur09a]. **Patent** [Ley08c, SLSK09, ACMP11, CS12, GG09, HRC12b, LB12b, LS11c, SL12]. **patent-network** [LS11c]. **patents** [HRC12b, Ley04, Che03a]. **path** [LL12, LAL08]. **path-dependent** [LAL08]. **Pathfinder** [Whi03b, QCGB+08]. **Patient** [KBG12, MMC05]. **patients** [CK08, Has04]. **patron** [EZ08, Ko06]. **pattern** [Sha06a, YWC08]. **Patterns** [Ack02b, Har09, JBS09, POC09, Ami01, Ano13c, CK06, Cha09, CC01a, CC02, CH03, Che06b, Cho13b, Coo01, CvLB12, Hei06, HHHR13, HS01, HO09, JM05, LP10, LR11, LMCRRPA09, NGJ03, ŒL06, RFV10, Sav12, Slo02, SM03, TKB105a, Van03, VTD10, WBY03, WT08, WWZ09, WHC12, CSL04]. **Paul** [vdHR11]. **Pauline** [Pet02]. **pay** [BD07b]. **Pearson** [AJR03, AJR04a, Ben04b, EL09, Whi03a]. **pedos.hr** [Ano03d]. **Peer** [Cox10, Cro11b, MHR13, Ano08c, ADD+06, BD08, CP13, CvL12, KY04, LSZC13, SL10, Soa06, Sti01a, VE13, Emm01b]. **peer-reviewed** [CP13, VE13]. **Peer-to-Peer** [Cox10, ADD+06, KY04, Soa06, Emm01b]. **Pena** [Orm01]. **2012** [BMD13, WCMK+12]. **America** [YBC+06]. **applied** [Tij10]. or **HKBY10**. **permutation** [Wil10b]. **situational** [Hjo07]. **URL** [KT07b]. **People** [LfrBW08, Ago02, Har02, HWT13, Ma07, PSLW13, RRG11, SH07a, Sun12, VC08, WH09, Zha10b]. **people-tagging** [RRG11]. **Perceived** [Vak08, VC09, Huy10, Lai09, GCIA10, NMPBA11, NY08, Ror07, Tsi13]. **percentage** [Hu09]. **Percentile** [LB12a, BSMD11, Bor13b, Bor13c, Ley12, LJB13, Ron12, Sch13b, WS13]. **percentile-based** [WS13]. **percentiles** [Sch13d]. **perception** [JZS09]. **Perceptions** [VZ08, Aks06, JRo06, Kra02a, KW02, RSH10, SH05]. **perceptual** [FCjM12, RCD08]. **Performance** [LC05c, SLN03, vR06a, Al03, AN06, BI02, BIP05, CTZ05, CvLB10, DRM+04, FL01, Hen12, HT11, JZS09, JLS13, Jar11, KHC12, NKLC09, OJ04, OM13, PRA11b, SSM+08a, SH07b, TLM+12, Tre12, Wor07, YR02, Zha02]. **Performance-related** [vR06a]. **performing** [Win08a]. **periods** [FR05, MBC10, dBV11]. **Peripheral** [SV03]. **Perish** [De 11a, vDH12]. **Perseus** [Yan01]. **persistence** [Bar08a, Koc02]. **Personal** [Els09, Gall12a, SML12, VC08, AYN13, BLT07, Bar08a, BBMN03, BBMN08, BWS10, BGBBIM13, BJ010, CRK13, ERJ07, GMA07, KS08, KC13, KSS03, MB13, PRC13, Shi12, Sma03, SCA12, YC02, Bolo8]. **personal-based** [KSS03]. **Personality** [Cop12, NY08, Vis05]. **personalization** [FMCL07]. **Personalized** [LHA07, SZ11, DP07, LKK07, LLC12, SSTM09, WCLZ01]. **persons** [Aks08, CH11]. **perspective** [All11, BDH12, Bri08, Cab12, Che03c, CISH10, Chun07, HJ02b, HHwC08, LB12c, NNY10, NS12, OV01, PSM08, PPN07, SEDC11, Sun12, Xu07a, XL07, YCE10, Dav09a]. **Perspectives** [AKW07, Bea06, BZC07, Bra09, Bri08, Bro08, Cap08, CS08b, Cox08, Dav06, DJZ109, EM07, Fat07, Fan09, Gre06, Gup09, Hal09, Hen06, Him08, JBC06,

Phenomena [Su06, MAL⁺⁰⁵]. Phenomenological [Dav09a, Sav07]. Peter [Ben01a, Wil10b]. pharmacology [ˇSKL08, SG11]. Phase [EM07].

[YKT03a]. potentials [LB11a]. poverty [LB13b]. Power
[Mil10b, Rok12, Tho09, Yeo11, ZY13, Ano02e, Egg05a, Egg05b, ELR09, FS07, Fle06a, Hol08, JZSC09, Lai09, Lim07, Mil10a, PJ01, Pon01, PT05, War07e, TW03a, Bra09, Emm07a, Exn02]. Power-law [ZY13, ELR09]. powerlaws [LB06]. PowerPoint [TK08]. practical [Af03, Ago06b]. Practice
[Cox10, Els09, Hal10, Pre09, All11, Bea06, Bur11, CLL13, Fat07, Har07a, Har07b, Hjo11b, Koh13, Kos03, MWG06, Nat12, RS10, ST08, Tom06, Van11, Wil06a, vTO8, O’BI2, Cox09, Has03b, Koe11, Yan10, Des08b, Gra05, Sag06, Su06, Tad06]. Practices [Bea06, Dav09a, Dav06, Esc10a, Fau09, Gre06, Gup09, Hal09, Hen06, JBCJ06, Kal06, KSM06, Lar09, LMH09, Lun09, MR09, Mar09b, McQ09, Moc06, RV06, Rin09, Ros06, Rot06, Sac06, San09, SHS09, VR06c, Wil06a, AAN12, CKR13, CGY09, Cop11, Cro01, KGL12, KY08, LAGVG06, Mat13, Pow03, PGL13, RK01, WZ08]. Practising [Van10]. practitioners [LKG10]. pragmatics [AF12, Sha07]. Praise
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GP10, MY07, MR08, MS09b, MSYD11, SNRB11, SLR⁺11, ST13, Whi02b, ZL07a, Zin07a, Ave13, Ago04b, Cas03, Har06a, Har07b, Hay07.

science-related [TP07]. science/applied [Tij10]. Sciences

[AG07, AG02, BT08, Ben08, CF06, HB09, HW11, iHwC08, LAVG06, LTO11, Pow03, Shi12, WBY⁺09, ZTG13, ZSL10, Esc10a]. Scientific

[AGOP06, FR13, GRSV12a, MH10, Riv13, WHP10, ZL07a, ADC12, Aks06, ARC11, APSA12, Ano01i, Ano13b, AYX⁺13, BMJARB06, BBRdMA12, BSH01, BOGdMA13, Bro03a, Che03b, Che06b, Che08, CHMS13, CvLvR10, CvL12, Dan11, DSG⁺12, GV13, Gau09, GSD12, GLAA07, HSKS03, Has03a, HDN11, HHHR13, Hen12, HS13a, Hub01, JSI⁺04, KKF⁺12, KGL12, LB13a, LAG08, LG10b, Ler10, Levy02, Levy06, Levy07a, Levy07c, LLA08, LMCRRA09, MAL⁺05, MCRdMA11, Mil12, Min10, NHCS13, PMBdS10, Pep11, PDJCRBBM12, PAR13, RL09, SCLC06, Sch04a, Sha07, SSPA10, SHS⁺11, TYS13, TK08, TKV⁺10, TSGRC13, VL13, Vin04, VBMM11, WGD09, WGW12, Wu10, ZQI⁺10, ZLXW11, Dim09]. scientist

[BLT07, De 10, Gar01a, KAB09]. scientists

[AJ10, ARPS11, AFR06, AFR07, BP06a, BM11, CA07, CvLB12, HLVA07, Hjø01c, Hut01, Iva01, SS04, Vin11a]. scientistss

[CM06]. scientometric

[Ben11, BGY⁺13, Boo01, Bur01, Cab12, Hen13a, Iva01, SS04, Vin11a]. scientometricians [Vin11b]. Scientometrics [Vin11b, ZTG13]. Scifinder


[AGGL09, GRSV11, KTR11, LO10, LdMAGB10, LO11, MY07, MR08, MS09b, MCRdMA11]. Score [Mar09a, HLP04]. Score-based

[Mar09a]. score-driven [HLP04]. scores

[Bor13c, Pra10, Ron12, Sch13b, WBB10a, WBB10b, Win08a]. scoring

[BBC09, Sch13b]. scratch [Koh13, WK13]. screen [NMPBA11]. screening

[Hjø11a, KW01]. Search

[Be0a, Dav06, For13, Gre06, Hen06, HHvHD10, JBCJ06, Kal06, KSM06, Moc06, RV06, Ros06, Rot06, Sac06, VH12, VR06c, Wil06a, Alb10b, AFG02, Ano01f, ABJ⁺06, AYCS06, BHYM07, BD10, BR12a, BI02, BI06, BIKY10, BIKLY09, BBI12, Bha05, Bil01, Bil02, Bow10, CDLY11, CMRS09, CLMB10, CS12, CFS05, CSSC07, CFY07, CWZ⁺10, CMFR01, Cho13b, CKK⁺02, CC01b, CJ04, DBP⁺07, DH13, DBM02, DP07, DS11, Efr11, FFPW04, FMM03, FMM05b, FMM05a, FDB⁺12, FDY⁺13, FL01, Fu10, Gl09, Gwi10, Ha03, HO07, HWT⁺13, HGGLO5, HY09, HTvV11, Hon12, HC11, HCO03, HM09, HW10, JSBK07, JZS09, Joh07, Kåkö06, KCC12, Kim11a, KSSJ06, KTO11, KAB05, KLAS13, KC12, Lak03, Lak07, LC12, LDL⁺08, LS11a, LDLvM12, LBW08, Li09b, LB10, jLB05, Liu13b, LHB⁺08, LTO2, LT04, MHL05]. search

[Mel04, MEH07, Mos04, NSE⁺06, OIM⁺11, OJ04, OCJ12, OA11, PK05, PV03, PLN09, Pj01, Pcy02, RH12, RZ04, RLVR03, SWT04, SZ11, SY07, SR06, Sl02, SBA12, Sre02, Ste08, Su03a, Su03b, TDC13, The08a, The08b, TSA11, UGF08, VRL⁺09, Wal11a, WCCS13, War07c, WA03, WEF⁺07, Wil04, WG10, WmcsW09, WWZ09, WR⁺02, WCC08, WCC10b,
WHTS12, XJ10, YBC\textsuperscript{+}06, Zha02, dMFRN\textsuperscript{+}10, Efr12, Yan10]. \textbf{searcher} [Bod09, JR06, JSS07]. \textbf{searchers} [PJ06, STS12]. \textbf{searches} [CG06, Eas02, Kil01, Kil04, jL05, LX13, Sac06, VVLB12, Wal11a, Whi02b, Xu07b]. \textbf{Searching} [CR03, Cho10b, KY04, Lar10b, SWJS01, AN06, BCT06, Bod06, CFY07, CFZ07, Cho10a, CZH\textsuperscript{+}04, Cot02, BM02, DS09, Dov04, EWF\textsuperscript{+}02, FMM01, FWF\textsuperscript{+}02, HSSV07, HDB07, JP01, JM05, JSP05, JR06, JBS09, JR10, KA02, KSJ06, LC06, LM09, LLD\textsuperscript{+}02, Mar07a, Mar07b, MAR04, Mus05, NBYA03, Rie04, SWF\textsuperscript{+}02a, SWF\textsuperscript{+}02b, SOO02, Tan07b, TSJ09, Tse01, WCCS13, WFE\textsuperscript{+}02, WSJS01, XC09, ZJS09, Zha13, LBW08]. \textbf{seat} [Cro09a]. \textbf{Second} [Ano04b, Gaz09, Cri11]. \textbf{second-order} [Cri11]. \textbf{secondary} [LHMW11]. \textbf{secret} [LB13b]. \textbf{section} [AH05b, Arg06, HVP06, LYM07, Mos04, YL06]. \textbf{sections} [NMD09]. \textbf{sector} [ME03]. \textbf{secure} [CP13, LC05b]. \textbf{Security} [Ano03g, Che05, Lai09, MC03b, RRW05, SH05, WG07, Wor08, Ano04b, HLC05, Sta10, Wor09]. \textbf{Seed} [MvL12]. \textbf{seeker} [CJ04]. \textbf{seekers} [AXP11]. \textbf{Seeking} [CR03, Cho10b, KY04, Lar10b, SWJS01, AN06, BCT06, Bod06, CFY07, CFZ07, Cho10a, CZH\textsuperscript{+}04, Cot02, BM02, DS09, Dov04, EWF\textsuperscript{+}02, FMM01, FWF\textsuperscript{+}02, HSSV07, HDB07, JP01, JM05, JSP05, JR06, JBS09, JR10, KA02, KSJ06, LC06, LM09, LLD\textsuperscript{+}02, Mar07a, Mar07b, MAR04, Mus05, NBYA03, Rie04, SWF\textsuperscript{+}02a, SWF\textsuperscript{+}02b, SOO02, Tan07b, TSJ09, Tse01, WCCS13, WFE\textsuperscript{+}02, WSJS01, XC09, ZJS09, Zha13, LBW08]. \textbf{segmentation} [LZ08b, SD01, DY07, YL05]. \textbf{seldom} [MM10]. \textbf{seldom-cited} [MM10]. \textbf{selected} [MKMM09, Muk09]. \textbf{Selecting} [BD08, FS10, Ano06b, HRK\textsuperscript{+}06, KAD06, RLvR02, Ano08c]. \textbf{Selection} [War07e, AAN12, dMCMNN09, Efr05, HGGL05, LY11, Ma02a, MH11, MG09b, Reu07, SC08, SM03]. \textbf{Self} [Cam10a, Col07b, Cro13c, GKL09, Hy03, Rab09, vR08c, Ack02a, Bil02, Bow10, Cam11, DP07, Egg05a, EF10, FR13, GMM09, GBK05, GL12, HD06, Kim01a, Lai09, LH01, Ley03a, Ley10, VC08, WIZ01, vdB03a, AE10]. \textbf{Self-archiving} [Col07b, Kin10a]. \textbf{Self-citation} [Hy03, vR08c]. \textbf{Self-citations} [Cam10a, Cam11, EF10, FR13, GMM09]. \textbf{self-concept} [HD06]. \textbf{self-efficacy} [Lai09]. \textbf{self-generated} [Bil02]. \textbf{Self-interest} [AE10]. \textbf{self-organization} [Ack02a, LH01, Ley03a, Ley10, vdB03a]. \textbf{self-organizing} [DP07, GBK05, WIZ01]. \textbf{Self-plagiarism} [Cro13c]. \textbf{Self-presentation} [Ra09]. \textbf{self-reference} [Hy03]. \textbf{self-regulation} [Bow10]. \textbf{self-similar} [Egg05a]. \textbf{self-views} [GL12]. \textbf{Seljuk} [ÖL06]. ‘\textbf{Sell}’ [LvR10]. ‘\textbf{Sell-By-Date}’ [LvR10]. \textbf{Semantic} [Che06a, CBS10, Din05, DC09, HTdV11, NZY13, RJ07, Ahm07, Ano06b, BZC07, BJ09, CS08a, Ch013b, CH07, Cui12, Efr05, Gre01c, Gun13, GW12, HRK\textsuperscript{+}06, JT10, JZW\textsuperscript{+}11, KRK\textsuperscript{+}10, KS10, Kin11a, KS01, LDL\textsuperscript{+}08, LKL10, LKL10, Men04, Nj07a, Nj07b, OYM09, PMbSi0, POMVULMC13, PBV08, RPY07, RHCP12, Sto10, TL01, UGF08, WCLZ01, Yi10, ZDM13, ZL07b, DPV11].
semantic-based \cite{JT10}. semantically \cite{Gre01a, PG02}. semantics \cite{MR09}. semi \cite{SPR09, WP05}. semi-automated \cite{SPR09}. semi-supervised \cite{WP05}. semistructured \cite{Coo02a}. semisupervised \cite{SZC11}. SemRep \cite{RRA13}. Senate \cite{KBP10}. senior \cite{Zac05}. seniors \cite{GRS07}. sense \cite{Ano06b, Gen12, Gor01, HZ12, HRK06, KPEO10, KTL13, LSD13, MHH12, Mel07, PCR13, Sav06}. sense-making \cite{HZ12, HBSZ13, Sav06}. Sense-making \cite{WW13}. Sensitive \cite{TKB05b, SB03}. Sentence \cite{LSJR11, CL11, ZZL09}. Sentence-based \cite{LSJR11}. sentence-level \cite{CL11}. sentences \cite{KH12, MAA08, WJR05}. Sentiment \cite{Ano11, BL12, TBP10, TBP11, TBP12, ZL09, TB13}. separate \cite{AYX13}. sequences \cite{ELR08, Lia05, Sha06a, TLM06}. sequential \cite{CH03}. serendipity \cite{MQH13}. series \cite{Glu01}. Series \cite{Din12, Efr10, McC08}. servant \cite{Jay12}. Service \cite{SOH08, CF06, DRW08, Fou02, Hay07, Hep04, HBT09, HLP13, JHJ10, NV09, POM05, TS06, Mit08}. services \cite{ADR11, BR12b, Cho12, DJWR02, FDH04, GD03, HBT09, HJR01, KKBG11, LCC07, RU07, Smi04, UR07, ZL07c, Din12, Bia01b, Tom01b, Mon04}. Session \cite{HWT13, Ano01e, HCO03, HPAS04, JSBK07, WWZ09}. sessions \cite{JLB05}. set \cite{Has04, LZ08a, LP09, SBF13}. sets \cite{Bor13c, HKBY10, LBMO11, LAL09, MW08, MCD03, Vin04}. setting \cite{McK04, Nic03a}. seventeen \cite{HR10, Win08b}. Seventh \cite{Ano02a}. several \cite{RHC12a}. Sex \cite{FMMF13, SRV07, A008}. sex-specific \cite{SRV07}. sexual \cite{CL12}. Shah \cite{Ano10}. Shall \cite{LY11}. Shannon \cite{Efr08}. shape \cite{Emn08b, LLA05, LT04, Oya08, TDC13}. shape-based \cite{LLA05}. shaped \cite{War02}. shapers \cite{YWM10}. Shapes \cite{Les11, BP06b}. Shaping \cite{Cab12, Yeo11, Pa05, Nay06}. share \cite{PNH07, ZTG13}. shared \cite{GD01, San04, SPH08}. Sharing \cite{Cox10, McI10, Bor12, BDBA13, CL13, CCC10, HH07, HFC10, IA12, KY08, LGCA10, LBW08, LC05b, NNY10, O'C13, Oh12, SSM08b, Ve09, XZW13, YNF09, YZLC13}. Shaw \cite{Fou12}. Sher \cite{Gar01a}. Sherry \cite{Ekb12}. shift \cite{CY08, CC04, Cro01, LM01}. shifts \cite{DS11, Jar11, Tre12}. shootings \cite{HZ12}. shopping \cite{CL06, MO06}. short \cite{Ano11, Egg10a, TBP10}. Shortz \cite{Efr08}. Should \cite{Levy07b, Hjo02d, Wve07}. shut \cite{Emn08b}. Side \cite{Les11, FG03, KLP09}. sighting \cite{TD02}. sighted \cite{STS12}. signal \cite{DMR06}. signals \cite{TC04}. signature \cite{LWW01, ZA13}. signatures \cite{PBV08}. significance \cite{BL11, Cro08}. significant \cite{APSA12, BIKLY09, HKC09}. significantly \cite{TH04}. silence \cite{iCG09}. similar \cite{Bre05, Egg05a, HBBdR10, LBW08}. similarities \cite{Cha11, YD12}. Similarity \cite{Lev05, AJR03, BKR03, Bur05, CCG10, CF07c, Cri11, Egg06, Egg09a, Egg10b, Egg10c, HMF12, LB03, Mell04, NZY13, PLN09, P09, Ror07, SRDZ06, TWS05, WCC10a, Yi10, Zl01, vEW08, vEW09}. similarity-based \cite{CF07c}. similarity-preserving \cite{SRDZ06}. simple \cite{CH03, Emn08a, TS08}. Simplifying \cite{Fra03}. Simulating \cite{GR09, WKBVD01}. simulation
Simultaneous [Has03a]. Singapore [TPLC05]. single [BGY+13, BD07b, HZ03a, Moe05, RHWB11, Vin13]. single-pass [HZ03a]. site [Ano03d, CFS05, CL12, CTS04, ECP08, HLLS07, HS01, Hon06, HC09, Kim09, Koc06, KLAS13, NLC06, Sav12, SCC+12, WT10, YL09, YC11, vRFbV10]. site-level [SCC+12]. sites [Ahn11, CB13, CJJ+02, ESL+10, EHD05, HVPLHP06, HFC10, Jon02, Ma02b, PBN02, RTM04, SLS06, SCA12, The02, TW03b, TH04, The05, TW10, VT03, VTD10, Wal02]. Situated [AM11, Hem07, Yan01]. Situating [Kar09]. Situation [TDC13, CLB+05, Coo02a]. six [Sin11, WL11a]. Sixty [Ar13]. Size [LDM12, YKT03a, Bur03a, Bur04a, Egg08c, SBF13, YKT03b]. size-adjusted [SBF13]. size-frequency [Egg08c]. SK [PDJCRBBM12]. skewed [Win02]. skill [GL12]. skills [Ago05, GL12, Har02, HSJB12, LMNS13, Tal05]. slave [Wij12]. sliced [Ast07]. slip [AYN13]. Slow [Cro13d]. Small [BBC01, Bor13c, Enn08a, IS06, MW08, Pód10, SS10]. smoke [Hen13a]. Smoothing [ACMP11, LLXS13]. Snap [Ben01a]. SNIP [LO10, LO11]. soap [ST13]. Sociable [Gua11]. Social [CCJC10, Dav09a, Day02b, Gaz11, Hil11, HS13a, Joh07, Kap09, Kaz11, Kom11, LS12, Nah07, Pet12, SK12, The08c, Tom06, WT10, XCMC13, AAN12, Ahn11, AdG12, BIZGMS10, Ben08, BPT07, Bri08, BDBA13, CLD+13, Cha09, CCl11, DRW08, Day05, Dia02, DJJ+09, DJF+10, Gaz07, God07, GEI11, BB09, HW+13, HW11, HC11, hHwC08, KKBG11, KO09, KT09, LAGV06, LM11, LTO11, LBS11, LDS+11, LNK07, MT03, RK01, Sav07, Sav12, SZ11, SBIS11, SCA12, SV03, SXZ11, SM03, SBN11, SK13, SS13, Tal05, The06, TWU10, TW10, TBP12, TB13, WJD+13, WNN04, WBY+09, Wor08, WK13, XZW13, YS11, YKCL12, Yi10, Yi12, YC11, ZQI+10, ZSL10, Day07, MA12c, BI13, Cho10b, Gal06, GC07, Har08a, Has03b]. societal [Bor13a]. Society [An06b, An08b, An08c, Ano10, Ano11, Ano12, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14, AFR07, Bro07, Bur09a, JP08b, Mos09, Rob10b, Tan07a, WCC10b, vD10, Bri13, Bri08, Dra02, Duf11, Gon08, G007, GD07, Mac06, Nay06, Sto11, Wes07a, An011, LH01, Ack02a, NMD09, Nay07a, Tom05a]. Socio [Ehi02, HC02, Hj02b, KMK03]. socio-cognitive [HC02, Hj02b]. Socio-economic [Ehi02]. Socio-Technical [KMK03]. socioeconomic [MDM06]. sociological [Ack02a]. sociology [SKL08, VW12]. Sociospatial [MA12c]. sociotechnical [GMV13]. Soft [HVP06, Kos04, An02e, An04c]. Software [Has03b, CF07a, CLHHV11, CLHHV12, EHD05, Har08a, Ma07, MM01, MO08, NGJ03, YEV08, YH04, CF09]. solidarity [An014, SMAB09]. solution [LATH08, Th012]. solving [KS10, MT+13]. Some [Bur06b, Bur09b, Ma12b, WvE07, YKT03a, ASABS+10, TTS13, vEW09, Bur03a, Bur04c, Bur04e, Ov01, RMC12, SH07c, Wh07b, YKT03a]. someone [WK13]. Sony [PLZA04]. sophisticated [KAB05, Moe11, PLN09]. soul [FM013]. Sound [RN09]. Source [Cho09b, CF09, AXP11, ACHVH10, AD04, CF07a, GRJS01, Hj01a, LO10, LLA08, LY11, Moe11, NGJ03, RR06, Sav07, SM03, TK08, VT13].
source-based [ACHVH10]. Sources [Ano13d, Bys02, CJA04, CKH03, CvLB12, DBT11, Egg10d, Gen12, Huv10, MS05, MY07, MLZ10, SC11, TWF08, VY12, Wei10, YH04, SB12a, Wes09]. space [CL03, Cro13f, Fou01a, GdMA01, HT11, Has03a, Hoe03, Lak03, New01, SRDZ06, Tan07b, WZ02, WOB09, Zha10b, vdeMK04]. Spaces [Gu11, FL01, GLDM02, KS01, RCD08, WZ08]. spacing [HB07]. Spain [OM13, RN09, RFV12]. spam [PN09]. SpamED [PN09]. span [CC11]. Spanish [Ano14, GRSFV12b, SMAB09]. Spanish-speaking [Ano14, SMAB09]. Spanning [Har07b]. Spärck [RT08]. spatial [NMPBA11]. Spatialization [RTM04]. Special [Ano01a, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01f, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02f, Ano03e, Ano03g, Ano04c, Ano05, Arg03, Che03c, Mar11, AjR03, Ah05b, Arg06, Che05, CDLvR03, Hem05, HVP06, Hjo02c, Hjo02c, LYM07, MD02, Mos04, Sp02, TV04, Tom04, YL06, An01e]. specialists [Hj02c]. specialized [HJ13]. speciality [CC13, Mor05, WG09]. specific [BDAM13, BIP04, CBvLvR09, De10, HMdR11, HC02, SRV07, Suz09, YBC06, vR08b]. specificity [Hei06]. spectrum [iCG09]. speculation [DLV12]. speech [LZ08b, YWC08]. speeches [Suz09]. speed [CB13, Kis10, Cro09d]. spell [CW04]. Spelling [OW04, WG10]. spent [TD02]. spillover [TH13]. Spink [Jul12]. spoken [CD06]. sponsored [An01e, JR06]. spontaneous [WB11]. sports [ZWW09]. sports-related [ZWW09]. spread [ST09, TP06]. spring [ML002]. Spychips [Mea10]. squares [ADR11]. Srikanthiah [Sti01b]. SSCI [LJLIW08]. stability [RPG08, TSA11]. Stabilizing [WH09]. stage [KC12, LSD13, MH11, CBL13]. stages [HHNK12, TS01]. stakeholder [CCR09, MKM09]. stakeholders [CCR09]. stakes [KSF04]. Standard [Ab04, BMD09, Jgr07, RM12]. standards [Ahm07, Cha13, DDO11, MBC10, RM12]. Standing [Cro13e]. standpoint [MCRMA11]. Stankus [Fos01]. State [XW02, GMA07, LAG08, TRP13, DRW08]. statements [PCR13]. States [KB10, War20, Yeo11, Ben04a, Tsi13, CLB05, CTS04, HLB05, NHCW13, NHL10, Shi08]. Statistical [BL13, Din07, Moe05, SGG13, SSPA10, YKT03a, vR06b, BT08, BL11, Bor13b, BMD13, Bur03a, C04, CL01, CT05, DMR06, Haa03, HDG07, HPAS04, HNB09, JBM04, KDL02, KW01, McD07, YL05, YKT03b, vR06a, vR08a]. statistics [ACGL09, BHC06, DS03, DP06, DSC+12, Ley03b, Mar02, SB07c, vdB03b]. status [DGK04, LKZC11, RR06]. Stay [AYN13]. Staying [Det11]. steady [LAG08]. steady-state [LAG08]. stem [ZS11a, AR13]. stemmer [MO07]. stemmers [FS09]. stemming [Kos03]. Step [Det11, CJA04, Koc06]. step-by-step [Koc06]. stereo [CZT06]. Stereotype [KSS03]. Stereotype-based [KSS03]. Stereotypical [HB11]. stigma [LB13b]. Still [Bro01a, Em01a]. Stimulated [Coo07]. Stochastic [CC02]. stock [SC08, Pec12]. stopping [Zac05]. stopword [DS10a, Laz07, Sta11].
Strategic [BMTV02, Pee12, PDJCRBBM12, DA05, HL05, SLSK09]. Strategies [Enn03a, McL10a, Vi10a, BJ+04, CS12, DS09, Dra03, FMM03, FMM05b, FMM05a, FMMF13, HRC12a, HWJ10, IL07, MKMM09, RZ04, SC08, SL12, YB10a, YB10b, Bra11, Fah02]. Strategy [BBJ+06, Gra05, Ma02a, PLN09, WL09, Joh01]. strategy-based [WL09]. stratification [HH13]. strength [Ano11, BKRN03, Egg10b, TBP+10, TBP12, ZY13]. strengths [Sti01a]. string [Mus05]. strip [MWG06]. Structural [DMR06, APSA12, AW05, BZC07, Che12, Cro01, GLLL11, HH13, Hon06, HRC12b, LS08, SSS13, YC10, dMFRN+10, BMJARBO6]. structurally [NJP08]. structuration [HPGG+07, Ley10, RS10]. Structure [GC07, SB07a, Ano13a, AR13, Ben08, BWS+10, BR01, CISH10, CL08, Cri11, DWA13, FARR09, Fra12, GD03, Hua13, KOS09a, KS10, LH11, LK10, LDS+11, LP07, MSYD11, OM08, PNB02, PV03, Rab08, SKL08, Sav12, Su12, TW03a, VC06, WWN04, WL13, YL09, ZLXW11, Zha12, Zuc06a]. Structured [TL01, ANdlF07, Gre01a, HB07, HB08, Kim11a, MMMM+01]. structures [BW05, DML02, Ley02, LVdA+04, Meg01, QH06, VL13, YL10, ZSL10, Huv13]. Structuring [LCB+07]. struggle [Day02a]. Student [PV03, CN07, CBL+13, God07, GLLL11, Kra02a, KW02, LBS13, LGM+09, Mat13, RU07, SDJB12, UR07, Zha08]. Students [Sch03, BDS12, Bow10, GKL09, GL12, Hei06, LB04, Lim09, PR10, VVL12]. Studies [Gaz09, Ard13, BAB07, BH11, B07, BH05, CCMM02, CM08b, DLH+08, EGR11, Enn01a, JJ10, JP01, KS13, LP09, MS09b, PZ12, SBT+07, Sum06, TS01, Enn06b]. studio [PGL13]. studios [SHS09]. Study [ER08a, EIs09, FcM12, APLG13, ARPS11, ASABS+10, AF12, AB09, AJBAFHCE08, BIP04, BIB07, BIKLY09, BAB02, BHK13, BPT07, BLH+10, BGY+13, BD07b, BSMD11, BES10, Bud07, Cab12, CS04, CH12, CFY07, CCO+08, CHMS13, CAC10, CBDH08, Cly04, CLHHV11, CLB+05, Coo02a, CvLB10, Cot02, CM07, DB02, FPCB04, FG01, FMM01, GP10, GRSFV+12b, GTH05, GKE11, Gor12, Gu02, HT11, Har08b, HZ12, HHO7, HDR04, Hjo11a, HBSZ13, HTdV11, HLC05, HLP13, IS06, Jär07, KTV05, KWS07, KK08, Koe02, KO12, KTR10, KY08, LT12, LCC07, LT08, LR10, LKZC11, LHMW11, LHHV09, MM10, MBG+07, Mar02, Mat13, MT03, MDM06, MLO02, Muk09, MPR+05, MHR13, MK13, NMD09, NCR13, NHL+10, NH12, PPPH06, PSB04, PV03, PBS+04, PGR+13, RNLD01, RM13, Ror10, Rf08, SHO11, Sav09]. study [SS09, Sch09a, Sel05, SKTM09, Shi08, Sin11, SB12b, STS02, SWF+02b, SM03, SK01, SK02a, SK02b, TPLC05, Tan07a, Tan07b, TW+06, TPF06, TVF06, The08a, TSJ09, Tsi13, VRL+09, Wan09, WBR+09, WR06, Wij12, WG10, WG07, Wor07, WL09, WHP10, XBM13, Xia10, XFCR13, Xie11b, XTY06, XL07, ZZZR04, ZQf+10, ZSL10, vT08]. Studying [MTS+13, FMM03, Gaz07, MBBS02, SC11, Wil02]. stuff [Cus13]. style [Arg03, Arg06, FMC10, JG06, KAD06, ZLCH06]. styles [CM02, CMD05, FWF+02, LB08, Suz09, WL03, WL11b]. Stylistic
systematic [KS13, Su03a, Su03b]. systemic [Kar07]. Systems
[Ano01d, Cer10, Cho10b, Ano03e, ADD+06, BD10, BDH12, Beg05, BBMN03, BBMN08, BPT07, BP06b, Cab12, CG08, CKT06, CL08, Cho13a, DA05, EW10, Egg05a, FM05, GOR06, GFB+12, HFW09, Ho08, HBSZ13, Hol08, HO09, HHHC10, HCC04, Iye01, JG03, Kal05, KWR+07, Kle08, KSS03, Lai09, Lap07, LLL09, LDL+08, LZC09, LZ08b, Ma07, MS09a, MIL12, MC03b, O'B07, PPN07, PDU02, PS03, Pl010, Riv13, SH07a, SEDC11, SCZZ13, Sri07, Ste03b, SMK11, Sun12, TC04, VZ08, War05, Yag06, YL06, YNF09, YBC+06, ZC04, ZC11b, CKT06, Fou01b, Sz03]. Szostak [Hjø10b].

T [Ano06b, Kal01, Sto01b]. table [Cro09a, Orm01]. tables [KH12, LBMO11, Mus05]. tactic [Wil04]. tactics [XJ10]. Tag [SBNB11, BGBIBM13, DJF+10]. Tag-based [SBNB11]. taggers [WOB09]. tagging [BIZGMS10, DJZ+09, DJF+10, GALC11, GKE11, HJ13, LS12, LDS+11, RRG11, SL13, XMC13, Yi12, Yoo12]. tags [AdG12, HC11, LS12, Ror10, Sn10, SS13, Yi10]. tailoring [CL12]. Taiwan [Cha09, hChC05]. Taken [Bur03c, Egg03]. takes [Van12]. taking [HLR09]. tale [Chu07, LT12, MS09b, RH12]. talk [Luy12]. tangled [Lyn01]. Tapscott [Pon01]. target [TW03b, TR05]. Task [LCB+07, AYN13, BBI12, BT05, DW04, DWA13, HT07, JJ10, KdHWA04, KA02, KAB05, KJ12, LM09, Li09b, LB10, MPT09, MB13, PK11b, Tan07a, TTT12, VH12, XTY06, Y108, SSM+08a]. Task-based [LCB+07, KAB05, KJ12, Y108]. task-related [AYN13]. task-technology [DW04, DWA13]. task-urgency [MB13]. tasks [Bil01, Bi02, Bys02, BH05, HC02, KWS07, Lan06, MW12, Sun12, WRM+02, WHTS12]. Tawney [Duf11]. taxonomic [CH07]. taxonomies [Pom05b, Sac06]. taxonomy [HLC03, LBTN09, PK05, RPWM06]. Taylor [SEDC11]. TEACH [Lip03]. teachers [Chu09]. teaching [BSM+05, Chu05, Col05, Coo07, Gaz07, KT08, Kra02a, MQH13, ST08, Opp10]. team [SC11, Wor07]. teams [AT02, BT08, LBN04, MG07, SNN+11]. tech [Fou01a, Lai09]. Technica [ZL07a, ALT09, KMK03]. Technicon [Pl010]. technique [LWH11, SPR09]. Techniques [Van03, ASAK04, ABJ+06, ADD+06, BBB+08, Bur06b, CC01a, DBP+07, DAR09, GS03, KASGAM09, MO04, OYM09, Oya08, TL05, WW13, Y10b, ZLCH06, vEWVdB10]. techno [PDJCRBBM12]. techno-scientific [PDJCRBBM12]. technoculture [Nay07b]. Technical
[Gal12b, WL06b, Has03a, Lip03, PGL13, RPWM06, TWW+06]. technologically [Bre05]. technologie [MDM06]. Technologies [Cho10b, Fan09, Gup09, Hal09, Lar09, LMH09, Lun09, MR09, Mar09b, McM09, Rin09, Sau09, SHS09, Ehi02, Fou02, HPG+07, Ley04, LR11, PFGMP13, SSM+08a, SSM+08b, VC09, VC08, YZLC13, Dum01a, Br10, Ivo03, Gaz07]. Technology [Ano01e, Ano06b, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano10, Ano11, Ano12, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14, AFR07, Cho09b, Ekb12, Has09, Jan10, JP08b, Lar10a, Mos09, PN06, P010, Rob10b, Saw10, SH05, Tan07a, VC06, WCC10b, WCC10a].
Ago07b, AKS11, BWD02, BBB+08, DW04, DWA13, Day02a, Fle06b, Gu02, Har07a, Hol01, HLC05, Jac01, KRR+10, KTR10, KO05, Lap07, Lim07, Lip13, MA12c, Nah07, OT08, PM11, SH011, SH07a, SBT+07, Su12, SZ08, Sun12, SK13, VC09, Vis05, VC08, vRD09, vRC11, Ano03f, McQ09, SML12, Fou12, Enn01b, Hol01, Enn08a, Gal06, Ma07, MC03b, Sch05, Tom05b, Vit08]. TED
[ST13]. TEDS [SEDC11]. teenagers [AHH06a, AHH06b]. tees [Ago08, AAN12].

Ago07b, AKS11, BWD02, BBB+08, DW04, DWA13, Day02a, Fle06b, Gu02, Har07a, Hol01, HLC05, Jac01, KRR+10, KTR10, KO05, Lap07, Lim07, Lip13, MA12c, Nah07, OT08, PM11, SH011, SH07a, SB+07, Su12, SZ08, Sun12, SK13, VC09, Vis05, VC08, vRD09, vRC11, Ano03f, McQ09, SML12, Fou12, Enn01b, Hol01, Enn08a, Gal06, Ma07, MC03b, Sch05, Tom05b, Vit08]. TED
[ST13]. TEDS [SEDC11]. teenagers [AHH06a, AHH06b]. tees [Ago08, AAN12].

Temporal [BJC+07, ACH+04, DH13, JSP05, LWY01, ZQI+10].

tentative [MBG03]. Term [Los01, NRD11, BR01, BKRN03, CL01, CMH10, DLA+10, DML02, DGKS04, Enn01b, HGGL05, HCO03, JLR04, LAG08, Lin10, LB12c, LB03, Los13, LT02, McD11, NSQ03, VBMM11, WL06a, WZ02, YLZ10, YHWL13, ZW01, ZWW+08, Wan06].

terminological [Bod09]. terminologies [MK13]. terminology [Gre01a].

terms [AMFiA11, GW12, KW01, LB05, Ley06, LP09, LS11b, LB11a, LNZB13, PCY02, Ros01, SM13, SS13, ZL07a]. terror [ESL+10]. terrorism [HKLG05].

testbed [DBP+07]. tested [Tol09]. Testing [ADC10, CCC10, Ko05, MLO02, BL11, Jon02, JH+08, CL08, FN11, GSB08].

tests [BL13]. Text [HFC10, Sr04, The05, An09, Ana11, AWC+07, AMFiA11, BLH+10, BR01, BSK13, CLH13, CMH10, CSA+02, DW13, DR+04, DSG+12, Duw06, DWRK09, FS10, GJ03, GRJS01, HZ03a, NSSV07, HB11, HC07, JL08, KASGAM09, KDL02, KdRH+01, KB05, KH12, LZ08b, Liu09, Liu10, LY+10, LZG13, MH11, MC12, MG09a, MG10, Mor10, MK13, MAR04, Mus05, OW04, Rg02, RPY07, SL03, TBP+10, Tse01, WH06, WH10, WRM+02, WHTS12, YL05, YLL06, AYX+13, War10d, And02].

text-based [HFC10]. text-classification [KASGAM09].

textbooks [Mel04].

textiles [McQ09]. texts [CKB+08, DLVÁ12, LC05a, LH11, WS06].

textual [CTZ06, MLO02, WP05].

texture [LP03]. their [Ben01b, BL09, CA07, CK08, CL+07, DAB+07, Day11, Egg10c, GRSFV+12b, GRSFV12a, GLDM02, HHWD05, HW05, Ju07, KGL12, KW02, KY04, LS13, LV06, LS11b, SWJS01, SZ08, TW10, Tra08, VC08, Wil10b].

Thelwall [Ana11]. them [Sch12, Sch13d, Kal05]. thematic [FPZAGbMA05, HM13, KP03]. theme [CL11, Hj01b]. theme-based [CL11].

theorem [Du11, Egg10a]. theoretic [ASW05, DK07, ESK06, War08, ZI01]. theoretical [BLH12, CCC10, GPC+11, JR10, KO05, rP08a, rP08b, The06, VW12, Ye11a, YR08, ZZ03, AHH06a, SWF+02a].

Theories [Ri08, Ahn11, Hj011d, Hj011c, Ma012a, VG06, Van11, Ago07a]. Theorizing [Jap08]. Theory [Cox09, Day11, Egg13a, Fan10, For13, Hal10, Hii11, Koe11, Luk09, San10, Ack02a, AKS11, BN08, Bea06, Buc08, Bur06a, Bus07, Cas03, Col11, Dai06, Des08b, Egg05c, Egg06, Egg08b, GD07, Har07b, HPGG+07, Hav02, Hj011b, Hj009a, Hj010b, HBSC13, Jör07, Kar07, KTL+13, KJ03].
Ley05, Ley10, LCW06, McK04, MvL12, PM01, Plo10, RK01, RI08, Sag06, SR07, Su06, Szo10, Tad06, War07a, War07d, Whi07a, Whi07b, Wor08, Xu07a, XL07, ZIB01, Su03a, Egg07a. theory-grounded [Wor08]. theory-practice [Har07b]. therapy [Gen06]. there [BMD08, SM13]. thermodynamic [Pra11a]. thermodynamics [De 12, Pra12b]. thermodynamics-bibliometrics [De 12, Pra12b]. thesauri [CLL +07, Gre01a, TK06]. thesaurus [Ano13a, BCT06, LY05, LVdA +04, MH11, SR06, Tse02, Wan06, WL13, YL03b, SL10]. thesaurus-based [BCT06]. thesaurus-enhanced [SR06]. Thierry [VT13]. third [Sag06]. Thomas [Joh01]. thought [Cro13d]. Thoughts [EGR11, Bur12]. thousand [Rob01]. thousands [CSL03]. thread [VW12]. threats [SH05, Wor08]. Three [TW03b, CH12, CBDH08, Chu09, DBM02, HZ12, KDL02, Ma12a, PDU02, STS02, TW03a, VY12, WIY01, WWZ09, Ye11b]. three-character [KDL02]. three-descriptor [WIY01]. thumbnails [WRM +02]. Thuraisingham [Clu01]. Ticoll [Pon01]. ties [MG07]. Time [BBB04, MYWA03, All11, AWBB09, BI02, Bur04a, CMFZ01, Che03d, DO01, Efr10, Egg07b, HB08, KP03, Ler13, LBMO11, LT13, MBC10, McC08, MB13, Pet02, Sl007, TDC13, Van12, Whi01, WT10, ZLLZ12, dDVSW10, Ast07, Kar06]. time-constrained [All11]. Time-sliced [Ast07]. Time-tracking [BBB04]. Timelines [CM07, Rout06]. times [GRZ12, War02]. tissue [KR08]. tissue-centric [KR08]. title [Kil01, Kil04, MSYD11, TSW12, Wan06]. titles [HB07, PCR13]. tobacco [Hen13a]. Together [Ekb12, CLL +05, Cro04]. Token [Bur03c, Egg03]. Token-Taken [Bur03c, Egg03]. Tony [Fos01]. too [Ami01]. tool [ACHVH10, CLHHVH12, Kwo05, MBBBS02, MTS +13, NJN08, NBYA03, RPL10, RMC12, Tan07b, Wij12, Win08a]. toolbox [Ley09]. Tools [Coo07, Nel06, BB004, CWZ +10, CLHHVH11, ERJ07, GLDM02, HH01, Mar07c, SB07a, SF08, Sre02, SH05, Aml07]. top [Bor13b, CvLB12, PBN02, PD08, SRS +13, WJR05, ERR07]. top-focused [PD08, SRS +13]. top-cited [Bor13b]. TOP-curves [ERR07]. top-ranking [WJR05]. Topic [Ano01, Arg03, Che03c, Din11b, LMNS13, MH04, TB13, ACK12, AH05b, AM11, Ano01h, Ano01f, Ano01i, Ano02c, Ano02e, Ano02d, Ano02f, Ano03e, Ano03g, Ano04c, Ano05, Arg06, BIP04, BIP09, CKB +10, Che05, ER08b, GO03, HZ07, HPV06, LYM07, LS10b, LDS +11, LW12, MC12, Mos04, NB06, OC008, PK05, QCL +12, WLC09, WHP10, WHTS12, XBM13, YL06, YL09, YHL11, Yi08]. Topic-based [Din11b, TB13, LW12]. topic-focused [PK05]. topic-hierarchy [YL09]. Topical [SL13, Cri11, Egg13a, Hua13, KKL11, KBP10, YD12]. topicality [GO03, Hjo01b, XC06, XY08]. topically [BLC +07]. topics [Alb10b, Ano01a, CS04, LC13, WT12]. topographic [BC09]. Topological [SKM07, ZZ10, LK10, Meg01]. toponyms [OTP13]. total [Ben07, BD07b, ZLLZ12, Bla10]. Totality [Day01]. traces [KTL +13]. Tracing [Gun13, TH13]. Track [Mea10, Dan11]. Tracking [Enn03c, SH07c, ACK12,
BR12a, BBB04, CKB+10, CCMM02, LHB+08, Haw01, HLC03, WV13.
Trade [HPGG+07, ADC10, CM08b, SL12]. trade-off [ADC10]. trade-offs
[SL12]. tradeoffs [Wag03]. trader [SC08]. Trading [CF06]. Tradition
[MQH13]. Traditional [Esc10b, HB09, KJ03, MBG+07]. traffic [HM03].
Training [GCR09, LT04, CBS10, HC07, KC12, MW08, SF08, Sti05].
transaction [Dav04a, HHvdHdR10]. transactions [Ago04b]. transactive
[HBSC13]. Transferring [MQH13]. Traditional [Esc10b, HB09, KJ03, MBG+07].
traffic [HM03].
Training [GCR09, LT04, CBS10, HC07, KC12, MW08, SF08, Sti05].
transaction [Dav04a, HHvdHdR10]. transactions [Ago04b]. transactive
[HBSC13]. Transferring [MQH13]. Traditional [Esc10b, HB09, KJ03, MBG+07].
traffic [HM03].

U.S. [DC09, GKL09, GGR10, TH13]. UK [FMMF13, San08]. ultimate [SSPA10]. Uncertain [Wil10a]. Uncertainties [Sch13d]. Uncertainty [Hen13b, MM10]. uncitedness [Ame12, Bur12, EGR11]. Uncovering [CCQ+08, VW12]. underdeveloped [CC09]. Undergraduate [Mac04b, MB13, Zha08, DC01b, KP03, LCB+07, Mac04a, PGSH06, WRB+09, Whi02d]. undergraduates [CLB+05, CLL+07, Su03b]. underlife [Tra08]. underrepresentation [Ago07b]. Understand [War02, CTS04, HLB05, KBP10, NHL+10, Shi08]. units [Lim07, OM13, Zha12]. Universal [War09b, Mar07c]. Universality [BD09, WvEvR12, GBF+12]. universitie [HO09]. Universities [BdMAM13, GRSFV+12b, GTHZ05, LS11b, RN09, vR08a]. University [Cox09, Ano03d, BMD13, CKR13, KP11, Kim10b, Ley04, OM13, SLS06, The02, TH03, TW03b, The05, YLY13, Bai04, LS09]. university-industry-government [KP11]. unknown [WTLC06]. unlayered [FL01]. Unlocking [Jör04]. unsupervised [AK13, CFN+10, WLL10]. Untangling [Egg07c]. updates [Ley02]. upon [TH03]. Upper [DJF+10]. Urban [Mos09, AHH06a, AhH06b, Bur02a]. urgency [MB13]. URL [LS10a, TSW12]. URls [Dav04a]. Urquhart [Ben05, Ben01b]. USA [Ago01e, Pel11, Ano03b]. usability [BLA07, Bol07, CGY09, GSB08, JG05, JHW+08, Ma02a, MBC08, XW02, ZL07d, Jon02, Vil10b, Wu02]. Usage [BV08, Coo01, ALT09, BCH06, Bro03a, Bro03b, CC01a, CC02, DS03, DP06, HLLS05, HW05, HNJT06, JdMAA12, LCW06, LT02, McD07, SG11]. usage-based [BV08]. usages [MTS+13]. Use [DW04, HI2Z, TS01, AXP11, Awa06, Beg05, BMK03, Bi01, Bi02, BPJR07, Bur06b, CR13, CH05, CWR+10, CBDH08, Cho09a, CN07, DJWR02, DAB+07, FDH04, Fle06b, GGR10, Har02, Har08b, HML02, HL05, HDG+07, Hol01, JJ10, Jai11, JP02, KEA+05a, KO05, LKK03, Ley08a, Lim09, LHHVH09, MW10, MQH13, MPT09, McD07, MBBS02, NY08, NS12, O'C13, Pa08, PM11, PM01, RK01, RLVR02, Sav06, Sav09, SB07c, Sha06a, SD03, Slo07, SC06, TVFW07, TL05, Tom06, TSG1J+13, Tre12, Tse01, Vak08, Van03, VT03, VBMM11, Whi02c, Wil02, WT08, WRM+02, YH04, YZLC13, Zha01, ZS09, Co05, Kap09]. used [Bor13c, DBT11]. User [BIKYL07, Bea06, BR12b, CL09, CS06a, Dav06, DP07, Efr12, GD01, Gre06, Hen06, HLC05, JBCJ06, JG05, Kal06, KO09, KSM06, MS02, Moc06, NY08,
OTP13, RV06, Ros06, Ros08, Rot06, Sac06, VR06c, Vil10a, WL06a, Wil06a, YBC+06, ZZZR04, vRFBvW10, Abb05, APLG13, AMS10, Alb10a, Alb10b, BIKLY09, Ben01a, Ben04a, BBMN03, BBMN08, BCT06, BMTV02, CTZ05, CHI09, CR03, CL03, CLL+05, Cop11, Cot02, DS03, Day11, Erc06, GBK05, GO03, HML02, HBSZ13, HTT07, hHyW04, HSCL07, HJ13, JZS09, Ju07, JLB08, KGBK11, KLP09, Kos05, KdRH+01, LM01, LCC07, Lee10, LWH11, LFC01, LKK07, LT13, LR13, MBG+07, Mar02, Mar07a, Mar07b, NSQI03, OT08, OT10, OLI3, OKG07, POC09, Pat11, PBS+04, PLBS06, Pet02, PCY02, RLvR03, SKM01, SDWG01, SR06, SG01, SBBF09, Ste08, user [Su03a, Su03b, SZ08, Sun12, SL13, SS13, Tan07b, TD02, TSA11, V ˇZ08, WEA+12, Whi02c, WIY01, WL11b, YRW07, YSD+08, Yoo10, Yoo12, YR02, ZC01, Zha02, ZL08, ZATH09, ZL07d, Ben04a, EWF+02]. User-based [Ros08]. user-centered [Erc06, HML02, Pat11, PBS+04, SR06, WEA+12, ZL08, ZL07d], user-defined [Abb05]. user-generated [SS13]. User-process [JG05]. User-producer [vRFBvW10]. user-side [KLP09]. user-subjective [BBMN03, BBMN08, GBK05]. user-system [BCT06]. Users [KAB05, BAB07, CG06, FMCL07, HTT07, LBR02, LDL+08, Lip03, NCRJ13, NS07, PBS+04, Rad06, SK12, TRJ05, XC06]. Uses [AdG12, SHO11, CK08, PGSH06]. Using [APSA12, Ano13a, CC01a, CL03, CM06, CJ04, HS01, HWD03, KJ02, KWR+07, KDL02, KB11, LMV+12, MBC08, MCK08, MrC09, MAR04, NS07, Oak09, Opp07, Oya08, PS006, SDC+12, SPH08, SKM11, TVY12, WkdJvdBV01, WJR05, WOE+13, WHTS12, dMFRN+10, AJ10, ADR11, Ale03, ACHVH10, AWC+07, AR13, AMFiA11, BWW03, BBB04, BMD08, BD09, BSMD11, BL11, BCT02, BWD02, BSK13, CH03, Che08, Dan11, DLA+10, DBP+07, DDO11, ESL+10, GCR09, GDMA01, GLLL11, HKBY+10, HFW09, Hen12, HV01, HASAT+10, HD07, JBL0HM10, KK04, Kii01, Kii04, KR08, Koh13, KTR01, KHC09, KC09, LM01, LLML08, LKJ08, LCB+07, Ley06, LZO0a, LRR12, LB12b, LO13, LK10, LSD13, LLXS13, LZC+07, LR10, LVD04, LGM+09, Ma12b, MH11, MPS12, MSDK11, MC12, McC08, MG09a, MG10, MC03a, Muk09]. using [MPR+03, MMM+01, Mus05, NZY13, NSLD13, OW04, PCR13, PLN09, PD02, PAL12, RTM04, RPY207, RHC12, ST08, SU11, SRDZ06, SLS06, SY07, SKTM09, SB12b, SJTB13, Sta11, SZC11, SLR+11, Suy09, TYS13, Tan04, TCW11, Vau06, WS11, WmcsW09, WW09, WOB09, WZ01, W018, WCC08, WCC10b, YWC08, Yi08, Yi12, ZWW09, ZJS09, ZA01, Cha09, CH12, GLDM02, Nc03a, VC06, WL13, WT08]. USPTO [LB12b]. utility [Wal06]. utilization [Tij10]. Utilizing [Gre06, YHLW13, Yoo10, Laz07, Zha12].

Vagueness [War10b]. valid [Moe11]. Validation [Kim09b, jLB05, BD09, CCCJ10, KK08, MM04, OCO08, SH07c, SSPA10]. validity [Ben01b, BSMD11, VodHH+13]. valuable [Tan07c]. value [Col07a, Day02b, DGKS04, Emm04, GPG+11, HRC12b, KdHWA04, LFC01, LR13, MSDK11, PN06, Pal08, RR06, Rab09, Tom04, FS11, SEDC11].
[RB08]. warning [Cho09a]. Watch [Mea10]. water [TVF06]. wave [Ye11a]. wave-heat [Ye11a]. wavelet [LP03]. Way [Det11, BM12, Min10]. weak [MG07]. weakening [LLG12]. weaknesses [HB09, Sti01a]. wealth [CFW+12]. weapons [SSB01]. Weaving [Reu05]. Web [Ack02b, Ano03d, Bro02, Che04, Cho10b, CC09, Emn01a, Fou01b, Jon02, Kap09, Ost08, Reu05, Sti02, The09a, Wal02, Wil06b, Ahm07, Ano13c, BT08, BR12b, Bur11, Cha11, CMFZ01, CC02, Che03c, Cho13b, Coo01, DRW08, DG12, DS11, Gun13, Har02, HH01, HB11, HC11, HCO03, KP11, LDvM12, LX13, LDM12, Lyn01, MW12, Meg01, OM13, OCJ12, PBN02, RFV12, SWJS01, Sre02, TH03, TW03b, TS11, TBP12, TB13, WBY03, WSJS01, WHC12, YR08, ZS08b, Ago02, ACHVH10, Ano01a, Ano04c, Ano05, ACGL09, AN06, BYHM07, BR12a, BIP04, BI06, BIB07, BIP09, BLT07, BJC+07, BP10a, Bil01, BW05, BHC06, Bro07, CCG+06, CS04, CFS05, CSCC07, CFY07, CFCZ01, CWZ+01, CC01a, CMD05, CCQ+08, CGY09, CL08, CHH09, Cho10a, CCR09, CC09, Col05, Cot02]. Web [Cot04, CG06, CJJ+02, CTS04, DW04, DC01b, DM09, DBM02, DPV11, DP07, ESL+10, EHD05, ECP08, FFP04, FG03, FMM03, FMM05b, FMM05a, FAC08, FAC10, Fu10, Gor06, GP10, GRSFV12a, Gor02, GS11, Gu10, HZ07, HLLS07, HVPLHP06, HVF06, HY09, Hon06, HTT07, HCH+05, HPAS04, HSCL07, HC09, HC07, HD06, Iye01, JP01, JSP05, JR06, JSBK07, JSK07, JBS09, JSI+04, Kik06, Kal06, KS08, KOS09a, KWS07, KK04, KA02, Kim05, Kim06, Kim09a, Kim10b, KBP10, Koe02, KSJ06, KT07b, KT07c, KC07, KLY08, Lak03, LYM07, LBR02, LBC02, LBNB04, LC06, Laz07, LM09, LV06, LO13, LY05, LY06, LfBW08, LZC09, Li09a, LHA07, LZC+07, LPSS06, LT02, LT04, Mat02b, MPS12, MH10, MY07, MR08, MS09b, Mon04, Met07, Moc06, MV08, NLC06, Nic03a, NSE+06, OW04, OAU11, OAU+04]. Web [PK05, PZ05, PMBdS10, PRNZ+11, PR07, PCBL04, PCY02, QZCC06, RLF02, RFQ+05, RTM04, Rie02, Rie04, RHS10, RFV10, Ros06, Ros08, SWT04, Se05, SEMK05, SLS06, SY07, ST09, Slo02, Slo07, Spi02, Su03a, Su03b, SL06, TS09, The01, The02, TH04, The05, TP06, TS06, TVF06, TSJ09, TRJ05, VS03, VT03, VS05, Van06, VTD10, VY12, WLC06, WY07, WB02, WCLZ01, Whi02b, WWZ09, WRM+02, WdV04, WIZ01, XJ10, YC02, YL09, YR02, ZZZR04, Zha08, ZJS09, Zha10b, ZS07, Zuc06a, DBSW10, dMFRR+10, vRFBvW10, Fos01, Che10b, Des07, Koc06, Par10, ZL07d, ZL07b]. Web-accessible [Emn01a]. web-based [BR12b, CC02, Coo01, Ago02, Bro07, CC01a, CL08, HC07, KWS07, Kim06, Nic03a, PRNZ+11, TS09, XJ10, Che10b]. Web-crawling [Cot04]. Web-located [Sel05]. web-prevalent [Ano13c, WHC12]. Web/URL [KT07b]. webcasts [DBT11]. weblib [Sre02]. weblogs [Luz09]. Webometric [FPZAGBdMA05]. webometrics [B104, Ano02c, TV04, TK+10]. webpage [TCW11]. Webs [PT05, TW03a, Pon01]. website [Cha11, LMV+12]. websites [BIA12, Rab09, Reu05]. weight [DLA+10, WeE10, WL08]. Weighted [LJ+10, YD10, Din11a, ER03, RTM04]. weighting
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